
THE LAST COINAGE OF HENRY VII. 

By RAYMOND' CARLYON-BRITTON. 

UT need not be supposed that any apology is necessary for 
. devoting further pages to the coinage of Henry VII, 
~ although so much has already been written concerning 

it. For, in Henry VII, in my opinion, we had certainly 
one of our greatest Kings, and perhaps our greatest, while from a 
purely numismatic point of view, the profile-type groats of the 
latter part of his reign provide us with what are possibly the most 
beautiful examples of the moneyer's art to be found in the coinage 
of our country. 

It is now some little while ago since a paper « On the toinage 
of Henry VII," by Mr. L. A. Lawrence, F .S.A., appeared in the 
Numismatic Chronicle,1 which, together with another paper 'by the 
same author, written in collaboration with Mr. G. C. Brooke, and 
entitled « The Martlet-Rose Half-groats of Henry VII,"2 besides 
bringing forward the new theories of the authors, also embody in 
convenient form practically everything of importance that has, 
from time to time, been written concerning the coinage of this reign. 

These papers are of very great interest to students of the period, 
and must carry great weight with numismatists in general. But as 
quite a number of the conclusions arrived at, more particularly 
those relating to the later issues of gold and silver and to the half-

. groats of the reign, appear to me unsatisfactory and inconsistent 
with one another, I have ventured to put forward in the ensuing pages 

1 N~t1nis1natic Chronicle, 4th series, vol. xviii, pp, 205-61. 
2 lb., vol. xix, pp. 257-64. 
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2 The Last Coinage of Henry VII. 

my own views concerning the sequence and arrangement of these 
coins, in the hope that they may be found to present a solution to 
some at least of the admitted obstacles that seem so far to have 
prevented an entirely logical arrangement of the series. 

The great re-coinage inaugurated by Act of Parliament1 in 
Is03, and the abandonment of the full-faced arched-crown type in 
favour of the profile upon Henry's groats, seem, up till now, always 
to have been regarded as coincident. It is, however, one of my 
principal themes to endeavour to show that such was not the case. 

At the outset, and at the risk of appearing to cover old ground, 
it seems to me desirable to review the principal extant documentary 
evidence which we have concerning the coinage of the reign. 

Ruding2 tells us that Richard III, almost immediately after his 
coronation,3 appointed Robert Brackenbury4 master-worker of the 
money. This writ bore date July I7th, I483, and three days 
afterwards the coins were, by indenture, appointed to be continued 
as in the fifth year of Edward IV (I46S). 

The procedure under Henry VII seems to have been almost 
identical." He was crowned at Westminster on October 30th, I48S, 
and upon November 2nd following, letters patent were issued to 
Sir Giles Daubeny, Knt.,6 and Bartholomew Reed,7 goldsmith, 

1 19 Henry VII, cap. 5. 
2 Annals of the Coinage, vol. i, p. 29I. 
3 At Westminster, July 6th, 1483. 
4 Knighted July 5th, 1485. Lieutenant of the Tower in August, 1483, at the 

time of the alleged murder, at the instigation of Richard III, of the two sons of 
Edward IV-Edward, Earl of March and Pembroke, K.G. (Edward V before the 
act of bas.tardization), and Sir Richard, K.G. (formerly Duke of York). He con
tinued in this office until slain at the Battle of Bosworth, by Walter Hungerford, 
August 22nd, 1485. 

5 On September 17th, 1485, Sir William Barkeley of Bernerston was granted 
for life the offices of master and operator of the King's monies, etc., according 
to indentures to be made between him and the King. No indentures seem, however, 
to have been made, and Sir William was attainted of high treason by an Act of 
Parliament, November 7th, 1485. 

6 See note I, p. 6. 
7 A City Sheriff in 1498 and Mayor of London in 1503. 
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appointing them masters and workers, etc., of the money. Two 
days later, on November 4th, I485, the King entered into an indenture 
with the new officials which appears to be an exact counterpart of 
those of I Richard III and 5 Edward IV, save, of course, in the 
names of the parties. This fact probably accounts for the continued 
inclusion in the indenture of I485 of the ryal and its half and quarter, 
denominations that were in all probability never coined under 
Henry VII. I say" in all probability" advisedly, because several 
denominations for whose issue we have documentary authority have, 
from time to time in the past, been stated by writers not to have been 
minted. The subsequent discovery of specimens of these disputed 
coins has put these writers in an embarrassing position. I venture 
to think, however, that the question of the issue by Henry VII 
of these three denominations is rather different from the well
known cases in the above category of the assumed non-existence of 
the crown of the rosel and the half-George noble2 of Henry VIII and 
the quarter-angel of James 1.3 The crown of the rose was figured 
in the" placaets," published in the Netherlands between I546 and 
I560, this in itself being conclusive contemporary evidence of the 
denomination's issue. Snelling, Folkes, and Ruding also illustrate 
a similar piece, but represent the mint-mark as being a lion. 

The George noble and half-noble were new denominations 
ordered to meet a special need. For in I526, when the value of the 
currency was enhanced to avoid its exportation, it was considered 
desirable that there should be English coins of the values of the old 
angel and half-angel. The George noble and its half were devised 

1 Two specimens, differing slightly in the arrangement of the stops, are now 
known, the first discovered being in the collection of the American Numismatic 
Society, and the second example in the National Collection at the British Museum. 

2 The only known example of this coin was purchased by Mr. Curt, the dealer 
in Paris, about the middle of last century, for three shillings and sixpence. Mr. 
Curt sold it to the Rev. E. ]. Shepherd for £70 (Hazlitt, in his Coin Collector, p. 28, 
says £go). At the sale of the Shepherd Collection in 1885, at which Mr. Curt was 
present, the coin realized £255, and passed into the Montagu Collection [Plate VI, 
Lot 7I9, £275J; thence into the Leslie Ellis Collection, and now in the Ryan Collection. 

3 In the National Collection . 
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4 The Last Coinage oj Henry VII. 

to fulfil this purpose. Such being the reasons for their invention, it 
seems but natural that both denominations should have been coined. 

The quarter-angel struck by James I was only a continuation 
of the issue of a denomination minted in the preceding reign. It 
was not, however, authorized by the indenture of May 2Ist, I603; 
neither were the angel and its half. These three gold denominations 
of standard fineness would, therefore, seem to have been specially 
ordered, probably by Commission. From the pyx trials,! we know 
that the quarter-angel of this reign was only coined between 
May 22nd, I604, and November IIth, I604, the mint-mark being the 
fleur-de-lys, and only one specimen being put into the pyx for trial. 
The history of this denomination shows that there was very much 
better ground for doubting its existence than in the cases of the. 
crown of the rose and the half-George noble. 

The question of the coinage or non-coinage of the ryal, half-ryal,. 
and quarter-ryal of Henry VII seems to me to be on quite a different 
footing from those instanced above. There was no special reason for 
their issue as in the case of the George noble and its half, nor had 
these denominations been struck in preceding regnal periods since 
some little while before the restoration of Henry VI. There was, 
therefore, no question of continuing the striking of a denomination 
minted in the preceding reign as in the instance of the quarter-angel 
of James I. The occurrence of these three denominations in all 
three indentures of the reign and in that of I Richard III, I should 
prefer to regard as being merely due to the drafters of these 
indentures having precisely carried out their official instructions, 
namely, to reproduce in them exactly the terms contained in the 
indenture of 5 Edward IV. Such an interpretation would mean 
that none of the three denominations were ever intended to be 
coined under Richard III or Henry VII by virtue of these four 
indentures. 

By such an assumption it follows that we have not the authority 
for the coining of the half-sovereign of Henry VII, which I believe 

1 British Numismatic Journal, 1st series, vol. ix, p. 216. 
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to be actually the case. Probably this denomination was ordered 
subsequently to, but very shortly after, the smrereign, and, as in 
the case of that denomination, by Commission. A fact supporting 
such a supposition is . that both denominations, the half-sovereign 
and the ryal, are spoken of in the Act of I9 Henry VII, cap. 5, clearly 
showing that, although the value was the same in each instance, 
two different coins were referred to. The gold denominations 
given in the Act are sovereign, half-sovereign, ryal, half-ryal, quarter
ryal, angel, and half-angel: the reference being, as I understand it, 
in the case of the sovereign and its half, to those of Henry VII, 
the half-sovereign being the coin generally known as the (( ryal " 
of Henry VII; in the case of the ryal, its half and its quarter, to 
those of Edward IV; and in the case of the angel and its half to 
those of Edward IV, Henry VI, Edward V, Richard III, and 
Henry VII. If the so-called (( ryal" is not the half-sovereign, 
then what coin is the half-sovereign referred to in the Act of 
I9 Henry VII, cap. 5 ? 

The second indenture of H enry VII was executed on 
November 20th, I492, John Shawl <;tnd Bartholomew Reed2 being 
the master-workers. Its terms, again, were similar to those of 
Henry's first indenture of I485 and those of I Richard III and 
5 Edward IV. 

The third indenture is dated November 20th, I503, and is also 
a reproduction of Henry's first and second indentures and those 
of I Richard III and 5 Edward IV, as regards its terms. The 
master-workers were Robert Fenrother and William Reed, citizens 
and goldsmiths. 

1 A goldsmith: Sheriff in 1497 and Mayor of London in 1502. He was the son 
of John Shaw of Rochford in Essex, and was knighted on the field by Henry VII. 
lt seems probable that he was related to Sir E dmund Shaw, Mayor of London in 
1483, who was also a member of the Goldsmiths' Company, and of Dr. Ralph Shaw 
(brother of Sir Edmund), the eminent preacher , who expounded the title to the 
throne of the Duke of Gloucester (afterwards Richard III) at P aul's Cross, on 
June 22nd, 1483. 

2 See note 7, p. z. 
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The events necessitating the making of these indentures appear 
to have been:-

In the case of the first indenture of 1485, the accession of 
a new monarch and the appointment of new mint officials, 
namely, Sir Giles Daubeny and Bartholomew Reed. 

In the case of the second indenture of 1492, the disposal by 
Lord (formerly Sir Giles) Daubenyl of his interest in the office of 
master-worker of the moneys, which he held with Bartholomew 
Reed in survivorship,2 John Shaw taking his place. 

In the case of the third indenture of 1503, the substitution 
of Robert Fenrother and William Reed as master-workers in 
the place of John Shaw and Bartholomew Reed. The new 
master-workers, Mr.Symonds3 tells us, "presumably acted 
as substitutes for Bartholomew Reed, the surviving<t holder of 
the office, as they did not officially succeed him until November, 
1505 (Close Rolls)." -

Whether or not Mr. Symonds's supposition is the correct one, 
it is quite clear that the last indenture does not directly, at any rate, 
owe its existence to the Act of 19 Henry VII, cap. 5, ordering the 
great re-coinage, but that, like the two previous indentures, it is 
merely one of a series of legal documents giving us the history of 
what, in effect, was a business partnership. First, the original 
articles of partnership in 1485; the partners contracting with the 
King to supply a coinage consisting of various denominations of 
specified fineness, certain proportions of the profits going to the ' 
partners and certain of them to the King. The second step comes 
with the retirement, for some reason not known to us, of one of the 

1 Created Baron Daubeny, March 12th, 1485-6; died May 2Ist, I508. 
2 Ch. : Privy Seals II, file I (August 31st); Patent Roll, I Henry VII, p. I , 

m. 9 or 27· 
3 British Numismatic Journal, 1st series, vol. x, p. I3I. 
4 Lord (formerly Sir Giles) Daubeny was still alive at this date (cf. note I, 

above). 
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partners (Lord Daubeny) in 1492/ his place being taken by a new 
partner or possibly nominee of the remaining partner Bartholomew 
Reed, namely, John Shaw. The third step comes in 1503, with the 
retirement of Bartholomew Reed from active participation in the 
actual working of the mint. John Shaw also disappears; whether he 
had died previously or at this date, I do not know, but if he had, 
this may have influenced Bartholomew Reed in his decision to give 
up active participation in mint affairs. It was also in this year, 
1503, that Bartholomew Reed became Mayor of London, and he 
may have felt that the duties of this position and the great increase 
of work in the mint affairs, which the re-coinage must have involved, 
made it desirable for substitutes of his to give it their whole attention. 
Be this as it may, Robert Fenrother and William Reed, the latter 
possibly Bartholomew's son or some close relative, seem to have 
been put in as managers; for Bartholomew Reed, as shown by 
Mr. Symonds, still appears to have retained some interest in the 
profits. In 1505 he, perhaps, dies, or in any case definitely retires 
from the enterprise. 

It is here that I should expect to find yet another indenture, 
showing us the further development of the partnership; whether 
entirely new officials took up the office, or whether it continued in 
the hands of Fenrother and William Reed or one or other of them. 
Perhaps such a document may yet be traced. Unfortunately, during 
this reign, there were no changes in the fineness of the coins or 
innovations in their denominations of sufficient importance to 
necessitate a new contract, in the form of an indenture, being made 
between the King and the mint officials. 

As it is, the three indentures that we have, which apparently 
owed their being purely to changes in the business relationships 
of the grantees of the office of master-worker of the moneys, 
only provide us with the information that the denominations 

1 Lord Daubeny was appointed Ambassador to France, June 12th, 1492 , an 
appointment which may conceivably have had some bearing upon his retirement 
from this office. 
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authorized were the same as those ordered by the indenture of 
5 Edward IV.l 

The only new denomination of the reign quite certainly authorized ' 
for general circulation is not covered by them, but by a separate 
comrmSSlOn. Their value is, therefore, very slight, and throws 
no light upon the question of the dates of the various changes in 
the type of the coins, which occur during the reign. In quite a 
different category is the Commission of October 28th, I489,2 ordering 
the sovereign. This document gives us a clue to the date of the 
change in type from the open to the arched crown. I t also gives 
us the approximate date of the cross-fitchee mint-mark, and is 
the only quite unambiguous piece of documentary evidence of 
the reign, directly concerning the coinage, that we have . 

. Now, the Commission ordering the sovereign speaks of this 
denomination as (( a new money of gold" 3; therefore, it is the 
first order for the sovereign, fortunately, that has survived. The 
earliest type of sovereign (Kenyon, PI. VI, No. 46) of which we 
know has the cross-fitchee mint-mark, a mark which cannot be 
placed much, if at all, earlier than the fifth year of Henry, the date 
of the Commission, so that we can say with some certainty that this 
type of sovereign was the immediate outcome of this order and the 
first struck. 

With this sovereign the only issue of half-sovereigns of the 
reign are contemporary. As stated above, there appears to be no 
documentary authority for their issue; but this was probably 
effected by a Commission slightly subsequent in date to that 
authorizing the sovereign. 

Upon the silver coins the cross-fitchee mark seems to have 
been immediately preceded by the rare open-crown lys-marked 

1 My reasons for thinking that three of the denominations included in them, 
namely, the ryal, its half and its quarter, were never coined, have been given upon 
a previous page. 

2 Annals of the Coinage, vol. i, p. Z95. 
3 British N~tmismatic Journal, 1St series, vol. x, p. ;[z8. Kenyon's Gold Coins 

of England, p. 74, Pat. 5 Henry VII, m. 30 dors. 
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coins, and apparently followed by the so-called pattern arched-crown 
groats with a portcullis in the centre of the reverse, and having for 
mint-mark a lys on the reverse only. [PI. I, No. 2.J1 This again 
was followed by an early variety of the usual type of arched-crown 
groat with no mint-mark either side, having trefoil stops on the 
obverse and no stops on the reverse, but with a six-pointed star 
after POSVI and axVIT7i:S. [PI. I, No. 5.J 

A peculiar form of the letter L (see PI. VIII, fig. 2, and PI. I, 
Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5) occurs on some late cross-fitchee marked groats}he 
" pattern" portcullis groats, and the variety of arched-crown groat 
referred to above and illustrated. [PI. I, No. 5.J This peculiar L, on 
the silver coins usually only occ"\lrs on the reverse in the mint-name, 
but is occasionally found on the obverse. I have a groat in my 
cabinet, with arched-crown obverse, with no mint-mark, having 
this form of L on both sides; there are no crosses by the King's 
neck. The reverse has saltire-stops, showing that the coin is a 
mule, the reverse being an open-crown-type die. [PI. I, No. 4.J 
The same form of L is always used on the obverse of the sovereign 
and both sides of the half-sovereign, with mint-mark cross-fitchee. 
I t is also employed on the probably unique London penny, formerly 
in the Walters Collection and illustrated in that Catalogue. [PI. XIV, 
No. 505.J From the subsequent remarks, it will be seen that this 
arched-crown sovereign-type penny, with no mint-mark and no 
stops, must be contemporary with the cross-fitchee marked coins. 
This form of L, as one would expect, is found on the London half
penny with mint-mark cross-fitchee (d. Numismatic Chronicle, 
4th series, vol. xviii, PI. XIII, No. 19). It also occurs on certain 
Canterbury half-groats which will be referred to in due course. 

The form of L on the early cross-fitchee marked groats ;md 
upon all the earlier open-crown groats and that more usually found 

1 Only two specimens are, I believe, known, both being now in the British 
Museum. They are from different obverse dies, but from the same reverse die. 
One specimen has no crosses at the sides of the King's neck and is pierced. The 
other and finer specimen is that which was in the late Sir J ohn Evans's Collection. 
[PI. I, No. 2.J 
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upon the arched-crown groats with no mint-mark is quite different (see 
PI. VIII, fig. I, and the groat [PI. I, No. I], which last, incidentally, 

. gives a very good illustration of the two mint-marks lys and rose 
dimidiated on the obverse, and lys upon rose on the reverse). 

Although the form of the letter L, in common with the other 
lettering employed during the reign, varies very considerably, 
the particular form given in PI. VIII, fig. 2, to which I have called 
attention, occurs only upon this quite short series of coins. By 
means of this feature, it is possible, I think, to fix quite definitely 
the sequence of the late open-crown and early arched-crown groats 
and also the precise position of the" pattern" groats in the series. 

In these coins we have the apparent sequence (see PI. VIII) :-

Open-crown type. 
Mint-mark lys (early form of L cf. Fig. I), lys on reverse 

in subsidiary position. 

Mint-mark cross-fitchee (early form of L cf. Fig. r), with 
and without lys on reverse in subsidiary position. 

Mint-mark cross-fitchee (special form of L cf. Fig. 2), with 
and without lys on reverse in subsidiary position. 

" Pattern" or " portcullis" type. 
Mint-mark (reverse only) (special form of L, cf. Fig. 2). 

Arched-crown type. 
No mint-mark (special form of L, cf. Fig. 2). 

The use of the lys mark twice in quick succession, with only one 
intervening mint-mark, the cross-fitchee, although the type is quite 
different in each instance of its use, is most improbable. But 
I think the evidence of the coins will provide a satisfactory alter
native arrangement which, while not upsetting the series of these 
coins with the peculiar L, yet requires the use of the lys mint-mark 
only once upon the regular issue groats. For on some groats with 
the cross-fitchee mark we find associated with it, on the reverse, 
the lys mark. But this last mark, when it occurs in conjunction 
with the cross-fitchee, is not placed, as an ordinary mint-mark is, 
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at the beginning of the outer legend before POSVI, but in various 
positions in the legend. No doubt this subsidiary lys mark had a 
meaning or use, and I suggest that it was an intentional link to show 
that the" pattern" or " portcullis" groats with the lys mint-mark 
(also appearing on the reverse only) were an experimental or tentative 
issue coined concurrently with these open-crown cross-fitchee 
marked groats and with the arched-crown sovereign and half
sovereign with the same mint-mark. A small point which seems 
to confirm such an arrangement is that the lys-punch used for the 
mint-mark lys on the" portcullis" groats is the same as that used 
in the arms of France (the spectator's top left-hand one of the three) 
on the half-sovereign with mint-mark cross-fitchee illustrated in 
PI. I, NO.3. Further, these lys punches used for the French arms 
on the half-sovereigns seem to have been specially made for that 
purpose, being larger than those used for the lys-marked open-crown 
groats and upon the cross-fitchee groats with the lys) n a subsidiary 
position. Taken in conjunction, the use of this special lys-punch 
and the peculiar form of L upon the" portcullis" groats proves that 
they cannot have been struck earlier than the later cross-fitchee 
marked coins. If they were coined later we should have the lys 
mint-mark occurring twice upon regular-issue groats with only one 
intervening mint-mark, which is very improbable. The only 
remaining alternative, and that to which everything points, is the 
assumption that these "pattern" groats were a tentative issue 
(though not strictly patterns, since the die was actually employed 
for the striking of currency), coined concurrently with the later 
cross-fitchee marked coins having the L of Fig. 2 [PI. VIII] form. 
Such an assumption also accounts for their extreme rarity. 

We have seen that the cross-fitchee marked sovereigns and 
half-sovereigns were the outcome of the Commission of October 28th, 
1489, and that, therefore, that mint-mark was in use at that 
date. The groats with this mint-mark and the earlier form of L 
like Fig. I, are earlier than the sovereign, etc., with the L like 
Fig. 2; so the cross-fitchee was evidently in use before the date of 
the Commission, probably for some mont~hs. 
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The form of L (Fig. 2) occurring upon open-crown cross-fitchee 
marked groats and arched-crown groats with no mint-mark, also 
shows us that the cross-fitchee was the last mint-mark of the 
open-crown type, and that the change to the arched-crown type 
took place probably in I490. 

The change in type of the angels did not take place until the 
adoption of the escallop as the mint-mark, and the earliest half
angel of this new type which we know of bears the true pansy 
mint-mark. Muled angels occur with obverses of the first type 
with mint-mark heraldic cinquefoil and reverses with mint-mark 
escallop, with both the Iasvs 2tVTaM and paR aRvaaM 
legends. These escallop-marked djes are always of the second type. 
This shows that the new type was not adopted" during the run of 
the escallop-mark," as has been stated, but that the new mint-mark 
and new type were synchronous, as might be expected. 

The principal remaining documentary evidence to be considered 
. in connection with the third coinage is the Act of I9 Henry VII, 
cap. 5, which was soon followed by the Proclamation of July 5th, 
I504, slightly tempering the stringency and reducing somewhat the 
inevitable loss to those in possession of coin, entailed by the pro
visions of the Act. 

I will first quote fully Ruding's summary of the Act,1 as I think 
extracts are very liable to give a misleadjng impression of the real 
meaning of a passage as a whole. 

" The coins, especially of silver, were so impaired as well by 
clipping as counterfeiting the same and by bringing into the 
realm the coin of Ireland, that great rum our and variance daily 
increased among his (Henry's) subjects for taking and refusing 
the same; it was therefore enacted, that all manner of gold, 
of the coins of a sovereign, half-sovereign, ryal, half-ryal, and 
the fourth part of a ryal, the angel and half-angel and every of 
them, being gold, whole and weight, should be current for the 
sum that they were coined for. And also that as well all manner 

1 Annals a/the Coinage , vol. i, pp. 296-7. 
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of groats and half-groats of English coin, and of the coin of 
other lands then current in the realm, for groats or half-groats, 
being silver and not clipped, minished or otherwise impaired, 
except reasonable wearing (albeit they might be cracked), 
should also be current in like manner for the sum at which they 
were coined. And that all pence, being silver, and having the 
print of the King's coin, should be current to him in all his 
receipts, and to all his receivers, and to all other lords, spiritual 
and temporal, and their receivers, and to all others within the 
realm, without any manner refusal or contradiction, except 
only pence bearing spurs or the mullet, within the bars of the 
cross, which were to be current for a half-penny and not above. 
And if any person should refuse to receive such coins, he should 
be compelled to take them by the mayor, etc., or other chief 
officer of the town or place where such payment should be 
refused, to accept the same and further to be imprisoned or 
otherwise punished by the discretion of the said officer. And if 
the said mayor, etc., should refuse to take such coins he should 
be compelled to take them by the justices of the peace of the 
same county where such payment was refused, and he so 
refusing the same to be further punished for the said refusing 
by the discretion of the said justice. And it was also ordained 
that all manner of groats and half-groats, as well English as 
foreign, being clipped minished or otherwise impaired, except 
reasonable wearing, should not in anywise be current, but 
that they might be lawfully brought to the King's mint, there 
to be changed after the custom of the same mint, or might be 
converted into plate or bullion, or otherwise sold or employed 
as might be most for the advantage of the owner. 

" And in order to avoid such clipping in time to come the 
King caused to be made new coins of groats and pence of two
pence and that every piece should have a circle about the utter 
part thereof; and also that all manner of gold, hereafter to 
be coined within the realm, should have the whole scripture 
about every piece of the same gold without lacking of any 
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part thereof, to the intent that the King's subjects might here
after have perfect knowledge, by that circle or scripture when 
the same coins were clipped or impaired. 

" And it was also enacted that if the warden and comptroller 
of the King's mints should not for the time to come execute 
their offices in searching the same coins, and see that they 
were made perfect in form aforesaid, before they were passed 
from the mint, that then the said warden and comptroller 
should forfeit their said office and make fine for the same at 
the King's pleasure." 

Then followed a provision forbidding the conveyance of 
more than the sum of six shillings and eightpence of English 
currency into Ireland or of more than three shillings and fourpence 
of Irish money into England, and penalties, etc., for breaking such 
ordinance. 

The text of the Proclamation of July 5th, I504 [PI. VII], 
is as follows (the letter p in several cases is printed as p, indicating 
pr) :-

"The kynge our souerayne lorde callynge to his remem
braunce i at his last pliament holden at Westm it was ordeyned 
{$l enacted for the coman wele of this his Realme in auoydynge 
ye clyppyng and dystruccyon of his coyne / & for ye pre
seruacion of good money to be curraunt wtin y same. That 
aswell all maner grates of Englysshe coyne, & of y" coyne 
of other londes than curraunt wtin his sayd Realme for grates 
or for iiij pens beynge syluer & not clypped thoughe y same 
were cracked or warne / shold go & be currau t in aI this his 
realme for ye some i they were coyned for. And also that 
all grates aswell Englysshe coyne / as coyne of other londes 
yt were clypped sholde not go nor be curraunt in any wyse 
within his sayd realme. For asmoche as it is com en to the 
perfyte knowlege of his hyghnes / yt many & grete nombre 
of his subgects make themself Ignoraut in knowlege of 
Englysshe grates / and double plakes whyder they be clypped / 
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or not clypped by meane wherof grete trouble & vexacio dayly 
is had to his true & well meanynge subgectes in makynge & 
receyuynge of theyr paymentes. Wherfore and in auoydynge 
of suche vexacion of his sayd subgectes. The kynges hyghnes 
by good deliberacion & aduyse of the lordes spuell and 
teporell & other of his counceyll upon the syght of the same 
Englysshe grotes and double plackes / all be it that many 
englysshe grotes haue by l' Coyners ben mystryken dothe 
declare / decre / & adiuge all Englysshe grots & double 
plackes hauynge ye lymyttes or markes as herafter it is 
expressed not to be clypped but to haue cours & to be 
curraunt & not to be refused. That is to saye, euery Englysshe 
grote beynge syluer i hath thre poyntes of ye crosse hole on 
ye syde. / And the moste pte of ye scrypture hole on the other 
syde to goo & be curraUt & i no wyse to . be refused thoughe 
the same be not pfytely prynted & coyned. Prouyded alway 
yt this pclamacion be onely exteded to suche grotes as were 
coyned before ye makynge of ye sayd act of plyamet & not 
to grotes newe coyned sythen the makynge of the sayd acte 
whiche newe grotes shall not be curraunt onles they haue 
theyr full prynte on bothe sydes accordynge to the sayde acte. 

"And also yt euery double placke beynge syluer whiche 
hath his scrypture apparaut on the one syde or on the other 
syde / to goo and to be curraunt and not to be refused. 

"Wherefore ye kynges hyghnes wylleth and streytely 
comaundeth that as well all englysshe grotes as double plackes 
hauynge the markes or lymytes aboue sayd shalbe taken as 
well by his receyuours as all other psones in this his realme 
& not to be refused upon payne of enprysoneme & to make 
fyne at his pleasure, & all englysshe grotes & plackes beynge 
syluer not hauynge l' markes or lymyts aforesayd to be 
reputed for clypped money / & not to go nor to be curraUt 
for coyne. 

"And the kyngs grace for yC more ease & quyetnesse 
to be had amoge his sayd subgettes in this behalfe wylleth & 
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comaundeth yt suche money as is aforesayd reputed for clypped 
money shall be taken in payment / or in eschauge for iij .s. 
& ij. d. the . unce at ye leeste arid in lyke wyse the halfe unce / 
the quarter & ye halfe quarter of ye sayd clypped moneye 
after the rate of the same & no lesse to be gyuen for y unce 
the halfe unce y quarter and ye halfe quarter accordyge to 
the sayd rate of suche money after this pc1amacyo made in 
euery shyre by ony persone upon payne of forfeyture by ye 
receyuour of the same money so receyued and upon payne of 
emprysonement & fyl1e to be made at the kynges wyll. 

" And that all and euery suche person and psons as shall 
take or receyue clippyd money by waight furthwith & 
imediatly in y presens & sight of hym that shaH so uttur ye 
same money the said taker and receyuer thereof shall cut or 
cause to be cutte in sunder all the said clypped money in payne 
of forfetuf of all y said clipped money so receyued & taken 
& to haue imprisonement and make fyne & raunson at the 
kyngs wyll: 

" And ouer that the kyngs hyghnesse straytely comaundeth 
that none of hys subgectes presume to use weyghtes made of 
styckes endes comynly called of olde tyme awncell weyghtes 
upon payne and punysshement afore expressed. 

" And also the kyngs hyghnesse comaundeth yt all Mayres / 
baylyfs / constables/& all other hede offycers of cytees / townes / 
bourghs or vyllages to se the premysses duelye executed to the 
best of theyr powers upon payne of enprysonement and to 
make fyne at the kyngs wyll & pleasure upon coplaynt to his 
hyghnesse'/ or to his counceyll / or to ony J ustyce of y peas therof 
made & approued to be true yt they do not to be executed 
this the kynges pclamacyon & hyghe comaundemet.' , 

A careful perusal of these two documents, free from any 
preconceived theories regarding their effect upon the coinage, 
seems to provide one with the following data, namely, that, owing 
to the poor condition of the currency and the consequent disputes. 
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arising from this state of things, it was enacted by 19 Henry VII, 
cap. 5:-

(I) What coins were to be current in both gold and silver, and 
at what values. 

(2) Powers to compel acceptance and for the punishment of 
anyone refusing the same were given. 

(3) Clipped, etc., coins (but not cracked ones), allowing for fair 
wear and tear, were no longer to be current at all, but 
could be changed according to the custom of the mint, 
sold as bullion or converted into plate, etc. 

(4) To avoid clipping in the future a re-coinage was ordered. 
The newly coined groats and half-groats were to have 
the outermost beaded circle complete and the newly 
coined gold pieces to have the whole of the lettering 
of the legend visible upon the coin. So that by such 
details the people might know them to be unclipped 
and current. 

Shortly afterwards comes the Proclamation of July 5th, 1504, 
probably as a concession to popular outcry, for it tempers the 

I . 

stringency of the provision of the Act making all clipped coins 
non-current, by providing that groats with but three of the limits 
of the cross whole on the reverse and most of the legend on the 
obverse should be considered as unclipped and, therefore, current. 
But this provision was not to apply to money coined after the 
passing of the Act, i.e. under the re-coinage. Similarly, half
groats with the legend whole on one side were to be considered 
as unclipped. 

The words in the Act, "caused to be made new coins of groats 
and pence of two-pence and that every piece should have a circle 
about the utter part thereof," seem generally now to be accepted 
as a definite statement of a change of type having been ordered, 
i.e. from the full-faced arched-crown type to the profile type. 
But they do not on the face of them, to my mind, warrant anything 
of the sort being inferred. In fact, rather the contrary, for the only 

c 
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distinction between the old money and the new money, coined by 
virtue of its provisions that the Act could find to specify by way 
of distinction between them, was that the new money should have 
a complete outer circle visible. Now, if the words of the Act, 
" caused to be made new coins of groats," etc., had really meant 
and been, as has been inferred by some, the order for the adoption 
of a new pattern or type, a simple reference to this would have been 
a quite sufficient means of distinction and much more readily 
recognizable by the people. Again, the latter part of the sentence 
quoted above goes on to say, "and also that all manner of gold 
hereafter to be coined," etc., etc., the word "new" in the ·first 
portion of the sentence being thereby shown to mean, not coins of 
a fresh design, but those that were to be struck under the new or 
re-coinage. Another point tending to confirm such an interpretation 
(in my opinion the natural and most simple one) of the words of 
the Act, is that the next paragraph goes on to give the warden and 
comptroller a peremptory warning that for the future they were to 
be more careful in examining the coins before passing them from 
the mint into circulation, upon pain of losing their office. That they 
had been careless in not seeing that the coins were" full" is definitely 
affirmed in the words of the subsequent Proclama,tion, "all be it 
that many englysshe grotes haue by Y' Coyners ben mystryken," 
the inference again being that the Act did not order any innovation 
in, but merely that the output of the new or re-coinage should 
conform to previous commands, which had been neglected. In 
confirmation of this is the fact that such a re-coinage would most 
certainly be the signal for the adoption of a fresh mint-mark. 
Under the arrangement suggested hereafter this will be seen to have 
been the case, the greyhound's head being the new mark adopted 
on the coins which were the firstfruits of the re-coinage. Under 
the generally accepted views at present holding the field, we find, 
however, that the" new" or third coinage profile coins have the same 
mark, the cross-crosslet, as the last of the full-faced type coins 
attributed to t~e previous or second coinage. That such a thing 
should have been done is so highly improbable that I am the 
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more surprised that no one writing on the period has raised the 
point before and demurred to a classification involving such an 
anomaly. 

The third coinage of the old classification included all the 
profile-type groats and no full-faced coins. In the arrangement 
attempted below, I have placed the two types, full-faced and profile, 
in juxtaposition to some extent, as I believe that such is the only 
logical arrangement, and certainly the only alternative to a total 
and haphazard mix-up of mint-marks, lettering, and forms of 
cross-termination and crown. The evidence of 'the coins also 
clearly indicates that some of the profile-type groats were issued 
concurrently with those of the full-faced type. (The" portcullis" 
groats noticed above provide us with an instance of a somewhat 
similar concurrent issue, earlier in the reign.) Subsequently the 
regular profile type superseded the full-faced and tentative profile
type issue, and from that time, probably early in 1507, until the end 
of the reign, the coinage of groats consisted solely of the former type. 
So that we have, speaking of the groats only for the sake of 
convemence :-

(I) Regular issue of full-faced arched-crown type with a con
current tentative issue of certain profile-type groats. 

(2) Regular issue consisting entirely of profile-type groats 
(subsequent, of course, to the abandonment of the 
full-faced arched-crown type). 

Mr. Lawrence's classification! necessitated the use of the 
greyhound's head, cross-crosslet and rose mint-marks in both his 
second (full-faced type) and third (profile type) coinages. My 
arrangement indicates these three marks as having been used once 
only upon the Tower coins. I except, of course, the use of the rose 
mint-mark in the first or open-crown coinage. 

Here, I think, it is desirable to turn to the coins of the period 
under discussion and proceed to arrange them in their seemmg 

1 Numismatic Chronicle, 4th series, vol. xviii, pp. 205-61. 

C 2 
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sequence. In doing this, I propose to commence the series with the 
adoption of the greyhound's head mint-mark and to continue it 
until the end of the reign: dealing in the first place with the series 
of groats comprising what I propose calling the regular iss~te , that is, 
the groats of full-faced type "vith mint-marks greyhound's head ~nd 
cross-crosslet, and the groats of profile type with mint-marks cross
crosslet1 and pheon; secondly, with the profile-type groats that 
belong to what I propose to call the tentative issue, which I believe 
to have been issued concurrently with the full-faced groats with 
mint-marks greyhound's head and cross-crosslet of the regular 
issue (for the sake of brevity, the letters R.I., for" regular issue," 
and T.L, for "tentative issue," will be employed); thirdly, the 
shillings which correspond with the T.I. groats will be dealt with, 
and then the series of angels, half-angels, sovereigns, "double 
sovereigns" and half-groats; and lastly, the pennies, half-pennies 

. and farthings. 

THE GROATS OF THE REGULAR ISSUE 

The Cross Terminations . 

On PI. VIII figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9, are shown the four forms of 
termination to the cross on the reverse that occur during this 
period. The first three I have numbered 6,7 and 8 [PI. VIII, figs. 6, 
7 and 8, and PI. 1, Nos. IO, I2 and 20J so as to follow the numbering 
employed by Mr. Lawrence in his paper on the coinage of Henry VII, 
referred to above. No. 9 [PI. VIII, fig . 9, and PI. II, No. 24J is a 
form of cross termination that Mr. Lawrence seems apparently 
to have overlooked, or, more probably, forgotten; since he tells 
us that "No. 8 includes a few coins with the greyhound's head 
and all the cross-crosslet coins, and was continued on the profile 
issues." This, of course, is not the case. Nearly all the profile-type 
coins have the cross termination NO.9. The excepted coins are 

1 Some of the profile-type groats with mint-mark cross-crosslet belong to the 
tentative issue and will be noticed in due course. 
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a few of the earlier T.r. (profile) groats which have the cross of 
No.8 form [PI. II, Nos. 36--4I.J All the R.I. profile groats have 
cross NO.9. 

The Alphabets. 

There are four very easily distinguished forms of lettering 
employed on the coins under discussion. For want of any better 
appellation, they may be described as (a) coarse [PI. I, No. 8]; 
(b) plain [PI. I, No. 12J; (c) fine [PI. I, No. 20J. The fourth alphabet 
(d) is used upon the R.I. profile coins. It is very similar to the 
fine alphabet, but bolder. This I propose calling bold [PI. II, No. 24]. 

The Ornamentation of the Crown. 

The crockets or ornamentation on the arch or arches of the 
King's crown are of two main kinds :-

(I) Uprights .-These are found in two combinations: 
ra, Eight (four upon each side of the orb of the crown) [PI. I, 
No. 20J; rb, Six (three and three) [PI. I, No. r7]. In the case 
of rb, the uprights are taller than in ra. The decoration lb, 

besides occurring on some of the single-arched-crown varieties 
of the full-faced groats, also occurs on some of the T.I. (profile) 
groats [PI. II, Nos. 35 and 37; PI. III, Nos. 49, 50, etc.]. 

(2) Crosses .-These are also found in two combinations: 
2a, Four (two and two) [PI. II, Nos. 23 and 24] ; zb, Six (three 
and three). This last combination is only found on some of 
the T.r. - (profile) groats [PI. II, Nos. 40 and 41; PI. III, 
Nos. 5r-53]. All the R.I. profile groats have the crown 
decoration 2a, a form that never occurs on the T.r. groats. 

The Varieties of the Mint·-marks. 

There are certainly two, and possibly three, markedly distinct 
fonns of the greyhound's-head mint-mark 

The first and earliest is coarse in execution and has something 
decidedly porcine in its appearance_ [PI. I, No.8.] Whenever 
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it is found upon a die, it is always in conjunction with lettering of 
the coarse alphabet. 

The second variety of this mint-mark is of finer work and has 
a longer neck. It is foup.d in conjunction with both plain and fine 
lettering [PI. I, Nos. 15 and I8J. It is also found on a few T.I. 
groats [PI. III, Nos. 47-50]. What should perhaps be distinguished 
as a third variety of the mint-mark is that which portrays' the 
hound with his tongue protruding. I do not, however, propose 
so to treat it in the following descriptions of the types. 

The first two varieties will hereafter be found referred to as 
greyhound No. I and greyhound NO.2. 

Similarly there are two variations of the cross-crosslet mint
mark :-

(a) The Plain Cross-crosslet.-This is found upon full-faced 
and profile R.I. coins [PI. II, Nos. 23 and 24J and upon T.I. 
coins [PI. III, Nos. 51- 54]. 

(b) Cross-crosslet with Two Pellets to the left, thus: -I$- .-This 
variety is only found upon profile groats of the R.I., and it 
followed immediately after the plain cross-crosslet mint-mark 
[PI. II, No. 26]. I have come across two minor variations 
of this second variety of cross-crosslet mint-mark (b). In the 
one case the pellets are placed to the right instead of to the 
left of the cross-crosslet [PI. II, No. 27 J. In the other 
variation there is a pellet to the left and a small saltire to the 
right of the cross-crosslet [PI. II, No. 28]. 

The Sequence. 

Group (a).-The earliest groats upon which the early variety 
of the mint-mark greyhound's head No. I appears, are those upon 
which this mark is found muled with the preceding mint-mark, 
the anchor. Mules both ways occur. When the greyhound No. I 
mark is found on the obverse, it is always with double-arched crown, 
decorated with eight short uprights and coarse lettering. When 
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it occurs on the reverse, it is with cross No.6 and coarse lettering 
[PI. I, No.6]. The stops on the reverse of some of these coins are 
of a peculiar nature [PI. I, NO.7, reverse J. Exact! y similar stops 
occur upon the earliest half-groats of this coinage issued from York 
[ef. PI. V, No. 84, obverse]. I have another groat belonging to the 
following group (b) which has these peculiar stops both sides. The 
reverses of these two coins are from different dies. 

Group (b).-These mules of group (a) were followed by groats 
having greyhound No. I and coarse lettering both sides, double
arched crown decorated with eight short uprights and cross No. 6. 
[PI. I, No. 8.J 1 

Group (c):-Mules connecting groups (b) and (d). 

(A) Obverse.-Greyhound No. I, double-arched crown, 
decorated with eight short uprights, coarse 
lettering. 

Reverse.-Greyhound No.2, plain lettering, cross NO.7. 
[PI. I, No. g.J 

(B) Obverse.-Greyhound No.2, single-arched crown, 
decorated with four crosses, plain lettering. 

Reverse.-Greyhound No. I, coarse lettering, cross No.6. 
[PI. I, No. IO.J 

Group (d).-I have not been able to find a groat with greyhound 
No.2, single-arched crown, decorated with four crosses, cross NO. 7 
and plain lettering both sides. It should, I think, exist, as it is 
indicated by the mules in group (c). The following group (e) 
appears to be merely a sub-variety of this group. 

1 A single specimen of a groat with no mint-mark on the obverse but otherwise 
of ordinary group (b) characteristics is known (d. N~tmismatic Chronicle, 3rd series, 
vol. xii, p. 279, and No. 18, p. 294). It is now in the collection of Mr. L. A. Lawrence, 
F.S.A. If the omission of the mint-mark is due to error, it is a remarkable example 
of such, for the care taken by the moneyers during the period seems to have been 
unusually great. But until another specimen or specimens from different dies is 
or are forthcoming, I do not think we need give it a separate place. 
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Group (e).-Here follow an extremely interesting group of three 
groats. They are all from the same obverse die, but in each instance 
this is coupled with a different reverse die. The obverse die has 
a very remarkable feature, namely, the employment of an unusual 
puncheon for putting in the £leurs of the tressure. [PI. I, Nos. II 
and 12.J This punch is not employed, so far as I have been able to 
discover, in the making of the full-faced groats or other R.I. 
denominations in gold or silver, except in this one die. But its 
accidental use, for such I take it to have been, upon a fun-faced 
coin, provides almost conclusive proof that coins of profile type were 
being struck contemporaneously with three full-faced greyhound
marked groats. This decorated trefoil punch is only used else
where on the ' coins of this reign upon the groats of profile type 
(as conventionallys between the crosses of the King's crown) [PI. II, 
Nos. 35 et seq.J ; upon the profile shillings in the same position [PI. III, 
Nos. 55 et seq.J; and in the case of the S6:PTXM shilling, and that 
with the numeral VII, and in the mule shilling of types 2-3, referred 
to under that denomination on p. 36, in the forks of the cross on 
the reverse as well, in which last positions it appears in each case 
to have a stalk added [PI. III, Nos. 56, 57 and 58]. In this last 
position it also occurs upon a T.I. profile groat illustrated in the 
British Numismatic Journal, vol. iv, p. 87; and is No. 10 in the 
appended Table II; and in the tressure upon the obverse of the 
sovereign and (( double" sovereigns with mint-marks, obverse 
1ys, reverse cross-crosslet [PI. V, No. 81J, and obverse lys, reverse 
pheon [PI. V, No. 82J, all of which coins belong to the (( profile
type" period, those of gold having the lettering and characteristics 
of that period, which are described when these denominations are 
dealt with hereafter. It occurs nowhere else, and the idea that 
a special punch should have been prepared solely for use upon 
a single full-faced die, and for such ' an unimportant detail 
as the £leuring of the tressure, may, I think, be safely dismissed 
from the realm of probability. This leaves us no alternative but 
the assumption that profile-type co~ns were being minted con
temporaneously with the full-faced type pieces. 
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The characteristics of these three coins ate :-

(A) Obverse.---Greyhound No.2, single-arched crown, decorated 
with four crosses, plain lettering, trefoil or 
conventionallys £leurs to tressure. 

Reverse.-Greyhound No. I, coarse lettering, cross No.6. 
[Pl. I , No. ILJ 

(B) Obverse.-From same die as (A) and (C) . 
Reverse.-Similar to (A), but from a different die. 

(C) Obverse.---From same die as ~A) and (B). 

Reverse.-Greyhound No.2, plain lettering, cross NO.7. 
[PI. I, No. I2.J 

This last groat presents, in addition to the trefoil £leurs on the 
obverse, another feature tending to confirm the arrangement 
indicated above, namely, the occurrence of the exceptional reading 
1I:'DIVTOaV'x on the reverse. The only other instance of the like 
rendering of the word adiutorem that I know of occurs upon the 
profile shilling illustrated in the Murdoch Catalogue, Pl. V, No. 394. 
This shilling has the plain-lettering alphabet and, according to my 
arrangement, is contemporary with this group of full-faced groats. 
This peculiar reading may even be an intentional connecting link, 
or, as I think, more probable, attributable to the fact of the two 
dies having been the production of the same workman. 

Group (f).-The principal point of interest in this group is the 
.employment of the rose as a mint-mark on the reverse only, in 
conjunction with the greyhound's head of either No. I or No. 2 
varieties on the obverse. The use of greyhound No. I must be 
due to the use of an unworn early greyhound die for the sake of 
·economy. I should like to digress for a moment, for, in connection 
with the use of the rose mint-mark here, Mr. Lawrence, in the 
Numismatic Chronicle , 4th series, vol. xviii, p. 224, states that 
" the rose-marked angel is now also known (Montagu Catalogue, 
May, 1896, Pl. III, No. 667)." This coin is now in the National 
'Collection. [PI. IV, No. 74.J Quite a cursory examination of the 
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illustration will be sufficient, I think, to satisfy most numismatists 
that it is a Flemish imitation or something of the sort. Indeed, the 
late Mr. Montagu, the then owner, writing in the Numismatic Chronicle, 
3rd series, vol. xviii, p . 43, so long ago as 1893, expressed the same 
opmlOn. The lettering and workmanship are quite different in 
style from any genuine production of the period from the Tower. 
In addition, the coin is light in weight, weighing only 74'75 grs., 
and the introduction of the numeral VII, which occurs upon no 
undoubtedly genuine angel of H enry VII, is also against it. If 
anything, the 'work of this piece is more analogous in style to the 
second coinage of Henry VIII, and it was very probably produced 
somewhere in the Low Countries at about that time. There seems, 
however, no reason why genuine angels with the rose mint-mark 
upon both sides should not have been struck, for we have the half
angel [PI. IV, No. 77J and also the mule half-angels from the same 
obverse die, but with mint-mark cross-crosslet on the reverse 
[PI. IV, No. 78]. Should they have been struck, they should, 
according to my classification, have plain lettering and rosette 
stops. In this connection, it has been suggested that we might 
hope for the discovery of a full-faced groat with mint-mark rose 
both sides. Personally, I think it most unlikely, for the greyhound
marked series clearly shows that the rose was used during the run 
of this mark and only very briefly upon the silver coinage. During 
its appearance in the silver issue it was only employed upon the 
reverse and only in conjunction with the greyhound on the obverse. 
I t was followed and preceded by true greyhound-marked coins 
[PI. I, Nos. IO-I5J. 

The profile-type half-groats vvith the rose mint-mark are, to my 
mind, quite unconnected with these earlier and larger denominations 
in both gold and silver with the same .mark, and will be dealt with 
later when the half-groats are discussed. 

To return to the coins of this group: I have examined five 
examples of this rare greyhound-rose mule, only two of which were 
from the same reverse die. This shows that at least four different 
reverse dies with the rose mint-mark were made. 
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Two types of obverse die were employed in striking the coins 
examined :-

(A) Greyhound No. I, double-arched crown, decorated with 
eight short uprights, coarse lettering. [PI. I, No. I3.J 
I have already noticed the use of this early greyhound 
die. 

(B) Greyhound No.2, double-arched crown
l 

decorated with 
eight short uprights, plain lettering. [PI. I, No. I4.J 

There were three different obverse dies with the characteristics 
of (B) and one with the characteristics of (A) used in striking the 
:five specimens examined. The punches employed for making 
the mint-mark rose on these coins appear in all cases to have been 
the same as those used for punching in the rose over the shield upon 
the reverse dies of the angels. 

Group (g). 

Obverse.-Greyhound No.2, double-arched crown, decorated 
with eight short uprights, plain lettering. 

Reverse.-Greyhound No.2, plain lettering, cross NO.7. [PI. I, 
No. IS.J 

Group (h).-Mules connecting groups (g) and (i). 

(A) Obverse.-Greyhound No.2, double-arched crown, 
decorated with eight short uprights, plain 
lettering. 

Reverse.-Greyhound No.2, fine lettering, cross NO·7· 
[PI. I, No. 16.J 

(B) Obverse.-Greyhound No. 2, single-arched crown, decorated 
with six tall uprights, fine lettering. 

Reverse.-Greyhound No.2, plain lettering, cross NO·7· 
[PI. I, No. 17·J 
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Group (i). 

(A) Obverse.-Greyhound No.2, single-arched crown, decorated 
with six tall uprights, fine lettering. 

Reverse.-Greyhound No.2, fine lettering, cross NO.7. 
[PI. I, No. I8.J 

(B) The mule (k), described below, having a reverse die with 
greyhound NO.2, fine lettering, and cross No.8, indicates 
that we ought to find coins with greyhound No.2 and 
fine lettering both sides, single (?)-arched crown, 
decorated with six tall uprights (?) and cross No.8. 
The form of the crown and its decoration is doubtful . . 
I have not been able to find a specimen; but as cross
crosslet greyhound NO.2 mules are found with both 
Nos. 7 and 8 forms of cross on the reverse (grey
hound) die [PI. I, Nos. I9 and 20J, it seems likely that 
the true greyhound coin ~th cross No.8 may have 
been of very short duration or an issue small in 
quantity.1 

Groups (j) and (k).-Mules connecting groups (i) and (1). 

(j) Ohverse.-1$t-, double-arched crown, decorated with eight 
short uprights, fine lettering. 

Reverse.-Greyhound No.2, fine lettering, cross NO.7. 
[PI. I, No. I9.J 

(k) Obverse.- -$- , double-arched crown, decorated with eight 
short uprights, fine lettering. 

Reverse.-Greyhound No.2, fine lettering, cross No.8. 
[PI. I, No. 20.J 

Group (l).-The coins in this group have mint-mark cross·· 
crosslet and fine lettering hoth sides, double-arched crowp.., decorated 

1 Since writing the above, Mr. L. A. Lawrence tells me there is a specimen in 
the British Museum, which, however, I have not had an opportunity of examining. 
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with eight short uprights and cross No.8. [PI. I, No. 2I.J They 
are very rare. 

Group (m).-Mint-mark cross-crosslet and fine lettering both 
sides, single-arched crown (with wide, fiat arch), decorated with six 
tall uprights, cross No.8. [PI. II, No. 22.J 

Group (n).-Mint-mark cross-crosslet and fine lettering both 
sides, single-arched crown (pointed arch), decorated with four crosses, 
cross No.8. [PI. II, No. 23.J The form of the letter Ft on the coins 
of this group is similar to that which occurs on the succeeding profile
type groups. I will call it the long Ft (cj. p. 32, Fig. 3). It differs 
from that which occurs on all the preceding cross-crosslet-marked 
groats of groups (j), (k), (1) and (m). The form that is used in these 
groups is not so closed, and will be found referred to again, when 
dealing with some of the later T.I. profile groats, as the short Ft 

(cj. p. 32, Fig. 2). 

The coins of this group are the last of the R.I. of the full-faced 
type, and were followed by the R.I. groats of profile type. 

As has been remarked above, all these R.I. profile-type groats 
have a crown decorated with four crosses, bold lettering, and cross 

NO·9· 
Group. Obverse. Reverse. 
(0) + ..L [PI. II, No. 24.J +H-

0 

(p) + :+ [PI. II, No. 25.J 
(q) ..L · 4~ [PI. II, No. 26.J : -Iv • 0 

(r) -I$- : ..L [PI. II, No. 27.J : -I:F~ 
(s) ..L :+ [PI. II, No. 28.J . - +~ x 

0 

(t) + and pheon (at .* 
• 0 

[PI. II, No. 29.J 
end of legend) 

(u) Pheon + and pheon (at [Pl. II, No. 30.J 
end of legend) 

(v) Pheon : ~~ [PI. II, No. 3I.J 

(w) Pheon over + Pheon [PI. II, No. 32.J 
(x) Pheon over : -I:F~ Ph eon [PI. II, No. 33.J 

T 

(y) Pheon Pheon [PI. II, No. 34.J 
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The above groups (a) to (y) are summarized in the appended 
Table 1. It will be noticed that on the full-faced groats the changes in 
the form and decoration of the crown are quite numerous, and it 
seems to me that these, taken in conjunction with changes of the 
cross and lettering, may have a close connection with the quarterly 
trials of the pyx. This last an extremely interesting question 
is again brought to the fore by Mr. Lawrence in his paper on the 
coinage of the reign. 

THE GROATS OF THE TENTATIVE ISSUE. 

Under group (e) of the regular issue the occurrence of a peculiar 
Heur punch has already been noticed. It is employed for the 
decoration of the tressure on certain full-faced-type groats. [PI. I, 
Nos. II and I2.J The use of this punch in this one obverse die provides, 
as I hope I have shown (supra, p. 24), almost conclusive proof that 
profile-type groats of the T.I. were beinp- struck at the same time 
as those of group (e) of the R.I. The T.I. of groats seems, however, 
to extend back further than this, and to have been commenced 
almost, if not quite, contemporaneously with the full-faced groats 
of the first two groups (a) and (b) of the R.I., the latter being the . 
first coins minted as a result of the Act of I9 Henry VII, cap. 5, 
instituting the great re-coinage. 

The cross terminations which occur upon these T.1. groats are 
Nos. 8 and 9 (cJ. p. 20, and PI. I, No. 20, and PI. II, No. 24). 

The lettering on all these T.1. coins is of fine, neat execution. 
Quite a number of variations occur, and some of these will be referred 
to hereafter. 

The forms of crown decoration found are I (b) and 2 (b) (cJ. p. 2I, 
and PI. I, No. I7, and PI. II, Nos. 37 and 4I). 

The King's bust varies considerably. At least five distinct 
variations seem to occur :-

(A) The King's hair ends in four distinct curls, three of which 
are quite clear of the left of the bust. The King's left 
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shoulder projects. This form of bust appears to be 
confined to the groats reading harmIGVS, three 
examples of the four recorded by me being from 
the same obverse die. [PI. II, No. 35.J 

(B) The King's hair still ends in four curls, but only two of 
these are quite clear of the left of the bust. The King's 
left shoulder projects and shows a clearly defined cleft 
between his throat and the collar of his mantle. [PI. II, 
No. 39.J 

(C) Rather similar to (B), but the King's head is broader, the 
nose more arched, and, the head being held higher, the 
angle formed by the chin and throat is more obtuse. 
[PI. III, No. 49.J 

(D) An altogether narrower bust than the preceding ones, 
the King's left shoulder not being prominent. [PI. III, 
Nos. 50 and 52.J 

(E) This again is rather like (B), but the King's left shoulder is 
not prominent, the head not so tall, hair shorter and 
jaw heavier [PI. III, No. 53]. This bust is that 
used on the latest T.I. profile groats and will be seen 
to differ markedly, especially in the treatment of the 
King's hair and of his portrait, from that finally adopted 
for the R.I. profile groats. On the latter the King's 
hair no longer terminates in the four distinct curls, but 
is what may be described as bushy [PI. II, No. 25J. 
Probably the portraits included under bust (C) should 
be further sub-divided, the King's nose on some coins 
[Pl. III, Nos. 51 and 54J being almost of Greek form 
rather than of the more usual Roman type delineated. 

THE SEQUENCE. 

Owing to the large number of dies, nearly all differing in some 
material respect, employed in the striking of the limited number 
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of these T.I. pieces represented in our collections, and to the 
indiscriminate muling that occurs, I have experienced some little 
difficulty in arranging them in anything like a satisfactory series. 
The contrast between the many combinations and variations of 
the T.I. and the orderly sequence in the R.I. is very marked. The 
analogy to the T.I. that at . once occurs to one is the light coinage of 
Henry IV, in which the same constant minor changes of type and 
frequent muling are found. 

In the appended Table II, I have included as many varieties 
as I have been able to examine. Although fully aware of its short
comings, I think quite a definite development can be traced, though 
its continuity is broken here and there by mule coins, struck from 
dies of slightly different periods. . 

From the illustrations it will be seen that the base of the crown 
on all the T.I. groats is formed by two bands, whilst that on all the 
R.I. profile groats has three bands. . 

The lettering on the obverse 6f Nos. I, 2 and 9 in the table 
has much in common with the plain-letter alphabet of the R.I., and 
possibly it may have been the precursor of that. Similar lettering 
occurs on some of the shillings. 

Upon the T.I. groat with mint-mark greyhound's head No.2, 
(No. 21 in the table), the It is, by an- error, from an old punch 
belonging to the coarse alphabet employed on the full-faced 
R.I. groats. That the use of this h is an error is clearly shoV\TIl by 
the fact that upon the R.I. groats this coarse alphabet is only found 
in conjunction with the greyhound's head No. I and never with the 
greyhound's head No.2. [PI. III, No. 5o.J 

The variations of the letter F that occur on the T.I. coins are 
three in number and of ,some importance. The accompanying 
figures show their form :-

F F If 
FIG. I. FIG. 2 . FIG. 3. 
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The form shown in Fig. I belongs purely to the T.!.; it is 
found on Nos. 1-21 in the table. [PI. II, No. 43.J The groats 
of groups (h) (B) and (i) (A), illustrated in PI. I, Nos. 17 and 18, 
are, I think, examples of its occurrence, accidental presumably, 
upon R.I. coins, though the feature is unfortunately not very clear. 
The form shown in Fig. 2 makes its appearance on both the full
faced R.I. and profile T.!. coins simultaneously, and in both issues 
coincides with the adoption of the cross-crosslet mint-mark. I have 
referred previously to this F as the "short F," the form shown in 
Fig. 3 above being referred to as the" long F." The occurrence of 
the" short" and" long" F on the R.!. and T.!. groats may be 
summarized as follows :-

r 
-$-
~ 

I-< 
cd 

S 
I 

+' q ...... 
S 

,..l::! 
+' ...... 
~ 
Q) 

0... 
:>., 
+' 
'\j 

Q) 
u 
cd 

'+-< 
I ......... ......... 

::l 
~ 

l 

Regular Issue. Tentative Issue. 

Group (j)- "1 
Short F [PI. I, No. 19]. Nos. 22 and 23, Short F 

[PI. III, No. 51]. 
-$-

Group (k)- ~ 

Short F [PI. I, No. 20]. No. 24, Short F 
I-< 
cd 
S 

[PI. III, No. 52]. I 
+' q 

Group (1)- ...... 
S 

Short F [PI. I, No. 21]. Nos. 25 and 26, Short F ,..l::! 
+' 

[PI. III, No. 53]. 
...... 
~ 
Q) 

Group (m)- 0... 
:>., 

Short F [PI. II, No. 22]. +' 
Q) 

Long F (probably). ......... 
<+=1 
0 
I-< 
~ 

Group (n)-
Long F [PI. II, No. 23]. Nos. 27 and 28, Long F 

[PI. III, No. 54]. 

Groups (0) to (y).-Long F [PI. II, Nos. 24-34]. Profile type, 
with mint-marks 4~,: -$-, pheon, etc. 

D 
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Even such a minor detail as this variation in the F, as illustrated 
on p. 32, proves, I think, my case as to the concurrent T.I. The 
use of the long F on the last group (n), and probably on (m), of full
faced-type R.I. groats, sho"YS that no short F's can have been used 
upon R.I. profile groats. 

Nos. 27 and 28 are clearly contemporary with group (n). 
Groups (j) and (k) being mules between greyhound's head NO.2 

and cross-crosslet, and the obverse dies (whereon the F is found) 
being cross-crosslet, they are practically for this purpose included in 
group (1). This leaves us two full-faced-type groups (1) and (m) with 
which to allocate Nos. 22 to 26 of the T.I. Group (1), it will be 
remembered, has double-arched crown and mint-mark cross-crosslet. 
Group (m), single-arched crown decorated with six tall uprights 
and the same mint-mark. Nos. 22 and 23 are the" tressure " cross
crosslet-marked profile groats. No. 24 differs from Nos. 25 and 26 
in bust, Nos. 25 and 26 differing only in the reading of the legends. 
For want of being able to discover any detail to prove the order of 
these T.I. pieces, I should be inclined to put Nos. 22 and 23, the 
" tressure" groats, as contemporary with the earliest full-faced 
cross-crosslet R.I. groats with double-arched crown, i.e. group (1), 
leaving us two varieties of T.I. groat, having differing busts as con
temporary with group (m) of the R.I. These probably correspond 
with the use of the short and long F's which occur on the angels of 
the same group, though I have not yet been able to find a groat of 
group (m) with tIle long F. The seven T.r. groats (Nos. 15-21) 
upon which the greyhound's head NO.2 mint-mark appears (upon 
the greyhound-marked dies), present another interesting feature, 
a ve.ry tall form of 11. [PI. III, Nos. 47-5o.J This 11 occurs also 
upon the R.I. groats of groups (h) (B), (i) (A), (j) and (k) [PI. I, 
Nos. 17-20J, in each instance on the greyhound dies only. It occurs 
nowhere else during the reign; another strong point in support of 
the" tentative issue" suggestion. 

The coin (No. 19) just referred to, provides yet another 
remarkable feature, namely, the M in M6V, which will be seen 
to agree exactly with the M used in the same place on the reverse 
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of the full-faced-type R.T. groat, group (j). It has a peculiar central 
foot. . [PI. III, No. 49, and PI. I, No. 19.J 

These little bits of evidence, which, no doubt, could be added 
to almost indefinitely, though small perhaps in themselves, seem 
to me to be irresistible collectively. 

The first definite evidence that occurs on the full-faced-type 
R .T. groats of the concurrent issue of the T.T. groats is found on the 
coins here designated group (e). Assuming that the great re-coinage 
was undertaken at once after the passing of the Act of 19 Henry VII, 

. cap. 5, work was probably started in the mint by December, 1503. 
This would suggest that the coins in group (e) were issued either 
late in 1504 or early in 1505, and, consequently, that the T.T. was 
being coined at the same date. Possibly it may have started 
slightly earlier. 

THE SHILLINGS. 

Although we have no documentary authority, at present, for 
the striking of shillings, there can be little doubt that these pieces 
were issued officially for circulation. It is true that they correspond 
with the T.T. groats and not with those of the R.T. To this extent, 
.like them, they were experimental. There are four types at present 
known to me . 

Type I.-The earliest read hal1RXOVS x 01' x, etc. The cross
terminations are floriated and there is a lys in each fork. The 
lettering is of the " plain" alphabet. Shillings of this type are the 
least scarce of these rare pieces. They correspond with the earliest 
T . I. profile groats with the same reading of the King's name and 
characteristics. [PI. III, No. 55.J . 

Type 2.-Coins of this type read hal1RIO' OX', etc. The 
cross termination is the same as that found in type 1. The 
lettering is of the "plain" alphabet . The example of this type 
illustrated in the Murdoch Collection Sale Catalogue, PI. V, No. 394, 
has the reading 1tOlVTO' av' x. The groat of group (e) of the 
RT. illustrated [PI. I, No. 12J has the same peculiar rendering 

D 2 
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of the word 1WIVTOR6M and the connection has been referred to 
above (cf. p. 25). 

Type 3.-These read h6nRIa? x S6PTIM? x, etc. The cross 
terminations are of No. 9 form, and there is a slipped trefoil 
in each fork. The lettering is of the "fine" alphabet. 
[PI. III, No. 56.J The connection between these slipped trefoils 
in the forks of the cross termination on these shillings and on those 
of type 4 aI?-d the mule shilling next recorded, and the fleuring of 
certain full-faced-type groats of the R.I., has been referred to on 
p. 24 when dealing with the R.I. groats of group (e). 

Mule (Types 2-3).-The obverse reads h6nRIa' 01', etc., the 
lettering being " plain." It is from a type 2 die. The reverse 
has cross terminations of No. 9 form, with slipped trefoils in the 
forks. The lettering is of the" fine" alphabet; it is from a type 3 
die. [PI. III, No. 57.J 

Type 4.-These read h6nm09 VII'? x, etc. 
of the "fine" alphabet, cross terminations of 
slipped trefoils in the forks. [PI. III, No. 58.J 

The lettering is 
No. 9 form, with 

The appended Table III gives the full readings and details. 
A comparison between this and the appended Table II shows 
the close connection between the two, and also that the shillings 
were a~ l coined concurrently with the T.I. groats and the R.I. groats 
of full-faced arched-crown type. The issue of these pieces seems 
only to have been of short duration. 

I t will be seen that the latest shillings , those of type 4, correspond 
with the tentative issue profile groat No. IO in the table, which 
I should be inclined to date as having been issued in I505. 

THE ANGELS. 

The series of angels, in so far as I have been able to examine 
it, is not so complete as that of the regular issue groats. Very 
probably, however, all or nearly all the groups corresponding to those 
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of the groat series were coined. The appended Table IV gives all 
the major varieties I have so far been able to find, the corresponding 
silver groupings being given in the second column. 

In the table it will be noticed that no coins with mint-mark 
greyhound's head No. 2 and fine lettering appear; nor cross
crosslet-greyhound's head No.2-mules. But these are quite 
scarce even in the silver issues. 

The difference between the later full-faced and profile-type 
angels is, at first glance, almost negligible. Upon the tc profile" 
type coins, however, the Archangel's features are much coarser 
than on the earlier "full-faced" type pieces. [PI. IV, Nos. 6r 
and 72.J This is curious when we consider the great stride forward 
in artistic merit achieved by the portrait on the profile groats, 
although that on the later full-faced groats is also of very fine 
execution. Also on the tc profile" angels, the Archangel has a heavy
eyed appearance. Another sound test is to be found in the halo 
when it is clearly struck. On the tc profile" coins the portion of it 
to the spectator's right of the angel's face has no radiation, whilst 
upon the tc full-faced" type the rays continue all round the 
nimbus. [PI. IV, Nos. 60 and 72.J 

The late tc full-faced" coins with rosette stops on one or both 
sides, of which Nos. 5, 9 and ro [PI. IV, Nos. 63 and 67J of those 
recorded in the above table are examples, have been attributed, 
by Mr. Lawrence, in his paper a'ready referred to above, to his 
third or profile coinage. The style of the coins, with this feature, 
and more particularly the greyhound-marked coin (No. 5 in the 
appended Table IV, and PI. IV, No. 63), with the plain-letter alphabet, 
seem to me to make such an attribution out of the question. My own 
idea on the subject is that these rosette stops were used on the gold 
to correspond with a change on the silver coins, which could not be 
shown on the gold denominations owing to the difference in pattern. 
Such, for example, as the changes in the form of the crown on the 
groats, probably made to differentiate quarterly issues for pyx trial 
purposes. . The rosettes on the greyhound-marked angels would 
correspond with the change from the double-arched crown to the 
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single. The change in group (m) of the cross-crosslet marked groats 
from the double-arched crown to the single-arched crown decorated 
with six tall uprights seems to have coincided with a change in the 
form of the handle end of the angel's spear, which, instead of 
ending in a cross-crosslet [PI. IV, No. 64J now ends in a cross-fleury 
[PI. IV, Nos. 65 and 66]. 

In the next group of groats (n) another change takes place in 
the form of the crown, which, while still single-arched, is decorated 
with four crosses instead of the six uprights of the previous group. 
This change seems to be echoed in the gold by the adoption of 
rosette stops, the form of the angel's spear-handle also returning 
to the old crosslet form [PI. IV, No. 67J, which now continues in 
use until the end of the reign. The rosettes appearing in some 
instances upon one side only, and in others on both , may either be 
due to muling or be intentional subdivisions. 

On No. 10 (Table IV), the abbreviation mark? after hflnRlO is of 
the form which only occurs properly on "profile" angels. Its use here 
must be accidental and due to the use of a puncheon .of the T.I. 
groats, in which series this form of abbreviation was used much 
earlier than upon the R.I. [PI. IV, No. 67]. Similarly, on Nos. II 
and 14, the use of the old form of abbreviation used on the full
faced coins instead of the form used on the "profile" type must 
be due to the use of old" full-faced" type puncheons [PI. IV, 
Nos. 68 and 70J. 

Before leaving the angels, I should like to refer to the " angel " 
in the National Collection, reading hanRlOVS x Z x, etc. [PI. IV, 
No. 75]. An examination of the illuc:tration will quickly show 
this piece to be a contemporary forgery or imitation. 

THE HALF-ANGELS. 

This series is very short indeed, hut what there is of it corresponds 
in all points with the series of groats and angels. The varieties 
given in the appendid Table V are all that I have been able 
to record. 
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I cannot account for the presence of rosette stops on NO.2. 
It is true the greyhound rose-marked groats occur with both forms 
of the greyhound's head mint-mark, but when dealing with the 
groats I have treated the use of an old greyhound's head No. r 
coarse-lettered die as due to an accident or to the economical use 
of an old die. It is possible, however, that its use was intentional, 
and that we should find rose-marked half-angels with and without 
rosette stops to correspond with these two forms of greyhound-rose 
groats. 

The rosette between four saltires, which occurs at the end of 
the legend of the cross-crosslet marked die of NO.3, is also found on 
a sovereIgn. [PI. IV, No. 78, and PI. V, No. 80.J No doubt its 
presence on the half-angel was to show the connection between it 
and the cross-crosslet marked angels with rosette stops, corresponding 
to group (n) of the full-faced groats with the same mark. 

THE SOVEREIGNS AND DOUBLE-SOVEREIGNS .. 

There are two types of sovereign belonging to the third or 
last coinage, the (( double-sovereigns" being of the later type of the 
two. The sovereign of the first type [PI. V, No. 80J corresponds with 
the full-faced groats. Only one variety of this type of sovereign 
appears to exist at present; it is Kenyon NO.3, and PI. VII, 
No. 47, and is also figured by Ruding, IV, NO.4. The obverse mint
mark is a lys and that on the reverse a dragon. The rosette between 
four saltires, thus, ~ @~, which occurs at the end of the reverse 
legend, connects this coin with the half-angel [PI. IV, No. 78J 
referred to above, and shows us that this sovereign is contemporary 
with the full-faced cross-crosslet groats of group (n) [PI. II, 
No. 23J. 

The sovereigns of the second type correspond with the 
RI. profile-groats. They have for mint-marks: obverse, lys; 
reverse, cross-crosslet [PI. V, No. 8rJ; and obverse, lys; reverse, 
pheon. Kenyon incorrectly attributes them to Henry VIII. Tne 
(( double-sovereigns" are precisely similar to the sovereigns in 
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type and differ only in weight, the same dies being employed for 
striking both. The mint-marks are: obverse lys, reverse cross
crosslet, obverse lys, reverse ph eon [PI. V, No. 82]' These 
sovereigns and double-sovereigns of Henry VII can be distinguished 
from the very similar sovereigns of Henry VIII by the form of the 
tressure on the obverse. The conventional lys forming this, in 
the case of those of Henry VIII, are raised on a bifurcated stalk 
or cusp, with a pellet either side [PI. V, No. 83], whilst those of 
Henry VII have no such stalk [PI. V, No. 81]' On the reverse dies 
of Henry VIII's sovereigns, lys, lions and saltires occur around the 
expanded rose [PI. V, No. 83J; on those of Henry VII they are 
absent in the later sovereigns [PI. V, Nos. 8r and 82]' The rose 
on Henry VIII's coins is surrounded by a well-marked tressure, 
the alternate cusps of which terminate in a decoration like closed · 
brackets 0, a return to the pattern employed on the reverse of the 
earlier sovereign [PI. V, No. 80J corresponding with the full-faced-type 
groats of group (n). The later sovereigns of Henry VII have no 
well-defined tressure, and the alternate cusps, if they may be called 
such, terminate in what appear to be bunches of grapes. [PI. V, 
Nos. 83 and 8r and 82.J 

THE HALF-GROATS. 

The series of half-groats was issued intermittently from three 
mints-those of the Tower and of the Archbishops of Canterbury and 
York (~f. Table IX). In order to obtain a general view of the 
manner of issue of these pieces in the earlier portion of the reign, 
I propose taking them in brief review before turning to those of 
the last coinage, which are more particularly our concern. 

London, r485-r500. 

(a) The earliest are of London, of true open-crown type. 
They bear the lys-on-rose mint-mark, except in one instance, when 
this mark is found in conjunction with the sun and rose dimidiated 
mint-mark upon the reverse. No half-groats of London are known 
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corresponding with the later rose and cross-fitchee marked open
crown-type groats. 

(b) The next London half-groats of which we know, in chrono
logical order, are those with mint-mark escallop on the reverse. 
They have the double-arched cJ;0wn, a fleured tressure, trefoil stops, 
and Mr. Lawrence's cross termination NO. 3. It may be well to 
remark here that on the half-groats, and still more upon the 
smaller denominations, there is a marked tendency for such features 
as changes in the cross termination, form of lettering, etc., to be 
adopted later than the similar change upon the groats, and also 
for such features, once having been adopted, to be continued on 
these smaller denominations long after their abandonment upon 
the groat series. This may have been due to the smaller number 
of dies required and to the punches for making the dies consequently 
lasting longer. 

(c) The half-groats last mentioned were followed by double
arched crown coins, bearing the lys mint-mark, having an unfleured 
tressure and a lozenge enclosing a pellet in the centre of the reverse. 
There is often a lys on the breast cusp of the tressure. The stops 
are trefoils or there are none; cross termination as before, NO.3. 
Of the above types (a) and (b) are extremely rare and (c) far from 
common. 

Canterbury, I489-1500 . 

(a) The earliest of the series is an open-crown coin with mint
mark tun, crosses at the neck, trefoil stops, cross termination 
No. I (of Mr. Lawrence's arrangement). There is an M (for 
Archbishop Morton) in the centre of the reverse. A variant in 
my collection is similar to the above, but has trefoil stops on the 
obverse and none on the reverse; an eye occurs after POSVI. 

(b) These open-crown half-groats are succeeded by those of 
similar workmanship to which two plain arches have been added to 
the crown. The stops are trefoils or single pellets. An eye appears 
after GR15: or POSVI and sometimes after both. The cross termination 
is still No. I. Upon a specimen in my collection a cross occurs 
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after 06VSV?, but I think this must b e due to the use of a punch used 
for putting in the crosses by the King's neck. If it is not, it must 
be o\;ving to muling, the reverse die being a very early one, of 
which no true coin is so far known; bu t I think the former 
explanation the more likely. 

All the coins of (a) and (b) in my cabinet have the peculiar form 
of L shown in Fig. 2 on PI. VIII, to v.hich I have already alluded, 
and \ hich is so closely connected with the c< portcullis" groats, 
the later cross-fitchee-marked groats and the sovereign and half-
overeign ha ring the same mark. We can, therefore, definitely 

:fL~ the date of the earliest Canterbury half-groats of type (a) as 
having been issued in 1489; and those of (b) cannot be very much 
later, probabl} being concurrent with the early full-faced arched
crown groats with no mint-mark and the early ,arieties of those 
with mint -mark heraldic cinquefoil before the adoption of the 
cro termination NO. 3. The continued use of the peculiar form of 
L is no doubt accounted for by the economy in die punches referred 
to above, it life on the groat series being of such veT) short duration 
(cJ. p. 4I). 

(c) Following (a) and (b) come the long and prolific series of 
double-aTChed CrO\Vll hall-groats; the top arch being decorated with 
crockets. The variations are numerous and a good deal of muting 
occurs. The cross termination is o. 3, which first occurs on the 
groats with the heraldic cinquefoil mark. The mint-mark on the 
earlier varieties is double, i.c. tun and lys. both marks sometimes 
occurring on the same side. The ~tops are trefoils and rosettes, 
which later give place to crQ<;Se and no stops. On the later coins 
the tun mark i found alone. 

(d) However, on a few very rare half-groats the tun mark i 
found in conjunction with the pansy or regular cinquefoiL These 
last coins. to my mind, furnish us with a very important clne. 

Bishop Morton of Ely was translated to Canterbury on 
October 6th. :1486. The custody of the temporalities was granted to 
him on July I3th. I487. AU the coins included above in types (a). 
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(b) and (c) bear either his initial or his badge the tun, and were 
obviously struck during his occupation of the see. The earliest type 
(a), however, cannot have been struck until about 1489 or 1490, and 
from then until the end of the series with type (c) . Archbishop 
Morton appears to have been granted a; virtual monopoly of the 
right to coin half-groats, the issues from London of types (b) and (c) 
apparently being negligible in comparison. We all know the popular 
story of "Morton's fork," which, however, seems really to have 
been the invention of Richard Fox, Henry's principal secretary, 
but who, so long as Morton lived, was his subordinate. It seems 
to me that very probably there was some arrangement between 
the Archbishop and his sovereign; by which the former had the 
privilege of coining some of the plunder, a large proportion of which, 
no doubt, consisted of plate, brought together by his underlings 
by this system of fines. It is difficult to account otherwise for the 
vast quantity of bullion, that these even now common coins must 
represent, having found its way to the ecclesiastical mint rather 
than to the Tower. Archbishop Morton was created a Cardinal in 
1493 and died at Knole on September 15th, 1500. No doubt, at 
his death, a certain amount of bullion was at the ecclesiastical mint 
awaiting coinage . This would be taken over by the King'sreceiver; 
and I think we have in the half-groats referred to above as type (d), 
which have the tun and the pansy mint-marks-the latter a regular 
Tower mark-the results of the coining of this bullion under the 
King's receiver. Assuming this to be so, we . can give an approxi
mate date to the pansy mint-mark, for although it was an extensive 
issue apparently, judging by the varieties, we can say that it was 
in use c. 1500. 

Mr. Lawrence, in his paper referred to above, suggests that 
these half-groats of the common type (my type (c)) ran from the 
time of the escallop mark to that of the anchor or thereabouts. 
I can find no evidence, myself, on the coins of their having been 
issued after the time of the pansy mint-mark, nor of their having 
been issued during the run of the mint-marks leopard's head, lys 
issuing from half-rose, and anchor. 
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London and York, 1501-4. 

Following the death of Archbishop Morton and the winding 
up of the Canterbury . mint by the King's receiver, the issue of 
half-groats seems to have been taken up by London and York. 
Thomas Scot, alias Rotherham, Archbishop of York, had died 
on May 29th, 1500, a few months before Cardinal Morton's death, 
and the see remained vacant until April 12th, 1501, when Thomas 
Savage was translated from London as his successor, receiving the 
temporalities on the 29th of the same month. The temporalities 
of Canterbury were also in the King's keeping from September, 
1500, until August 7th, I50I. He does not, however, seem to have 
availed himself of this opportunity to coin in quantity from the 
Canterbury mint, as the pansy-marked half-groats already referred 
to are too rare to represent the output of close upon a year, besides 
being obviously connected with Morton by reason of his mark, the tun, 
appearing upon them in addition to the Tower marlc Similarly 
at York, I do not think Henry coined at the ecclesiastical mint during 
this vacancy of the see, but that the issues next to be dealt with, 
which are of precisely similar type, were issued from the Tower mint 
and from the mint at York during Archbishop Savage's occupancy of 
the see, i.e . after he received the temporalities on April 29th, I50I. 

London: type (d).-The half-groats of this type still have the 
same general features as those in type (c), but the lettering is smaller 
and more florid in character, the stops being rosettes, and the cross 
termination No. 5 of Mr. Lawrence's enumeration, which is found 
upon the latest groats with mint-mark pansy, and upon all 
with mint-marks leopard's head and lys issuing from half-Tose. 
Perhaps I should · here mention that Mr. Lawrence, in his paper 
on Henry VII/ states that No. 6 is the form of cross termina
tion found upon these groats and also upon those with the anchor 
mint-mark. This is no doubt due to a slip upon his part, and is 
confuted by his own plates. No. 6 really only occurs upon the 
groats with mint-mark anchor and the early greyhound-marked 
coins with coarse lettering. 

1 N~t1nis1natic Chronicle, 4th series, vol. xviii,p . 22I. 
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Type (e).-The arches disappear from the crown, otherwise these 
coins are similar to those of the last type. These are the latest 
full-faced half-groats of London and by far the commonest. 

York: type (a).-Exactly similar to those of London of type 
(d), except for the mint-name. 

Type (b).-Exactly similar to those of London of type (e), 
except for the mint-name. 

Canterbury, 1501-4. 
No coins were issued from this mint during this period. 

Thomas Langton, elected January 22nd, 1501, died before his trans
lation could be perfected. Henry Deane, who had the temporalities 
restored to him on August 7th, 1501, died on February 15th, 1503, 
also without striking any coins. William Wareham, his successor, 
received the temporalities on January 24th, 1504, but did not com
mence striking coins immediately, as will be seen in the succeeding 
section dealing with the half-groats of the last coinage. 

THE HALF-GROATS OF THE LAST COINAGE, 1504-9. 

Although, as I hope to be able to show, all three mints, London, 
Canterbury and York, eventually contributed these pieces during 
the last coinage, at first the mint at York alone issued this denomina
tion, London, which with York had been issuing them concurrently 
from 1501 until now in 1504, dropping out with the advent of the 
re-coinage and confining itself to the issue of the larger denominations. 

York, 1504-9. 

As the mint at York was the only one to issue continuously 
these pieces during Henry's last coinage, I propose to deal with this 
series in the first place. Archbishop Savage, who, as we have seen, 
started to coin in 1501, continued to do so until his death on 
September 3rd, 1507. The temporalities were then in the King's 
hands until December 12th, 1508, when they were restored to 
Savage's successor, Archbishop Bainbridge, who continued the 
coinage during the remainder of the reign. 
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Following in chronological order, then, the first half-groats of the 
new coinage, type (c) present, as we should expect, similar charac
teristics to those found upon the earliest Tower groats of Henry's 
last coinage, namely, those of groups (a) and (b). They are of the 
full-faced arched crown type. The mint-mark is a martlet, the 
lettering on both sides being of the" coarse" alphabet, cross termina
tion No.5. There is no tressure and a key is placed at either side of 
the King's neck. The stops on the obverse of the specimen illustrated 
[Pl. V, No. 84J are of curious form and precisely resemble those 
found on the reverse of the mule groat of group (a) illustrated 
[PI. I, NO.7]. Varieties of this type occur which, instead of the 
inner legend of the reverse commencing as is usual in the second 
quarter, have mVI in the third and fourth quarters. I have not 
yet met with an example commencing in the first quarter. These 
peculiarities are no doubt intentional and probably privy marks, 
possibly representing quarterly issues or even issues of longer 
duration. The same kind of thing occurs on the groats of the same 
period. [PI. I, No. 7.J 

Type (d) .-The next type is with tressure, the cusps of which 
are irregularly fleured with saltires. The lettering is of the" plain" 
alphabet each side. The stops are saltires; the cross termination 
is NO.5, and there are keys at the neck. [Pl. V, No. 86.J Mules 
between types (c) and (d) are quite numerous. [PI. V, No. 85.J 

" Sede Vacante " Period, I507-8. 

Type (e).-This type is similar to the last, but has the" fine" 
lettering alphabet on both sides. The ,H'S are of peculiar form, 
VIZ. :-

1.1 
The cross termination is No.6 [Pl. VIII] ; stops saltires. There 

are no keys at the sides of the King's neck upon the true coms, as 
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distinguished from mules, of this type. [Pl. V, No. 88.J It will be 
remembered that from Archbishop Savage's death, on September 3rd, 
1507, until the temporalities were restored to his successor, Arch
bishop Bainbridge, on December 12th, 1508, the mint at York 
was in the King's hands. These half-groats omitting the keys of 
St. Peter, the emblem of the see, were no doubt struck by the King's 

·receiver during this sede vacante period. 
Mules between this type and type (d) occur [PI. V, No. 87 J ; 

and also between this type and the succeeding type (f). [PI. V, 
No.8g.J 

The date of issue of this type (e), 1507-8, synchronizes, I think, 
with the adoption of the profile type on the R.I. groats, the profile 
type on the half-groats not being adopted until a little later than 
on the groats, most of the changes on the half-groats, if not all, 
taking place some little while after the corresponding change on 
the groats. 

Type (f).-This is the last type of the full-faced York half-groats. 
It is similar in style to the las't type, but the keys again appear by 
the King's neck. The 1\: 'S are ordinary, the lettering still being 
of the (( fine)} alphabet. The cross termination is No.8, stops 
saltires. [PI. V, No. go.J 

I have in my cabinet a very poor half-groat with the obverse of 
this type; the reverse has the peculiar .H'S of type (e), and the cross 
termination appears to be NO.7 [PI. VIIIJ. Unfortunately, however, 
the coin is in too bad condition to be quite sure, and it may be 
No.6. There seems no reason though why pieces with cross 
NO.7 should not exist. Mules between types (d) and (1) occur. 
Those I have seen always have the obverse of type (d). [PI. V, 
No. gr.J It is difficult to account for these, the sede vacante 
coins of September 3rd, 1507-September 12th, 1508, with .H's 
and no keys intervening, and also the change of the cross terminations 
from No.6 to No.8 occurring on the" fine}} lettering reverse dies. 
I can only suggest the use of old obverse dies of type (d) after 
the sede vacante period fOr the sake of economy or: for reasons of 
haste. 
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THE PROFILE HALF-GROATS. 

Wjth the adoption of the profile type on the half-groats, the 
Tower mint and that of Canterbury joined the York mint in the 
issue of this denomination. 

York. 

Type (g).-The earliest profile issue is characterized by an un
usual, but obviously intentional, spelling of the King's name, 
viz., ha'RIO. On the obverse the .fI'S are again of the peculiar 
form already noticed in type (e); on the reverse they are of the 
ordinary form. The cross termination is No.8, the lettering 
of what I have called the "bold" alphabet. The keys now 
appear on the reverse at each side of the royal arms. The 
mint-mark is the martlet. [PI. VI, No. 92.J 

Type (h).- As the last, but haRRlO, ordinary 1I.:'S, keys, 
cross No.8. [PI. VI, No. 93.J 

Type (i).-Obverse, mint-mark rose; reverse, mint-mark 
martlet. Keys, cross No.8. [PI. VI, No. 94.J 

Type U).-As last, but cross NO.9. [PI. VI, No. 95.J 

The use of a differ,ent mint-mark on obverse and reverse in the 
above two types appears to be intentional, in order possibly to 
make a difference for a quarterly or other periodic issue, and not 
due to muling. 

Type (k).- Mint-mark rose, both sides; keys, cross NO.9. 
[PI. VI, No. 96.J 

Type (l).-Mint-mark martlet, both sides; keys, cross NO.9. 
This is the latest issue of Henry VII. It was followed in Henry 
VIII's reign by-

, (A) Mint-mark martlet,both sides; keys, cross NO.9. 
[PI. VI, No. 97.J 

(B) Mint-mark martlet, both sides, 
Bainbridge) at sides of shield; 
[PI. VI, No. 98.J 

XB (for Christopher 
no keys, cross NO.9. 
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A classification of these York half-groats issued between 1504 
and 1509 is given in the appended Table VI. 

Canterbury. 

The profile half-groats of Canterbury as a series much resemble 
the profile issue of York, except that they have no keys on the 
reverse; the mint-marks are the martlet and rose. These coins 
have generally been attributed to London, but, of course, there is 
no place for them really in that series. In the second paper referred 
to at the beginning of these notes, by Messrs. Brooke and Lawrence, 
those authors deal with these martlet and rose-marked half-groats 
with and without keys, and suggest that all were struck at York. 
The conclusion they arrived at, to quote the last paragraph of their 
paper, was that" the solution of this problem must, for the present, 
depend for each individual upon the answer he gives to the question, 
whether the King mayor may not be expected to have continued 
the use of the keys on the York coinage during his tenure of the 
temporalities. We are of opinion that aU the Martlet and Rose 
half-groats, whether with or without keys, must have been struck 
at York, but that the identification of those that have no keys with 
the sede vacante periods of 1500-1 and 1507-8 presents insuperable 
difficulties." 

However, assuming for a moment that we answered the question 
of the King's use of the keys during sede vacante periods, either way, 
it would still be found quite impossible to arrange these coins with 
and without the keys in one series in any logical order. 

The obvious alternative seems to be that they represent the 
output of the two mints, and that those without keys are of 
Canterbury. To anticipate for a moment, the characteristics of 
the last keyless half-groats of Henry VII are: Mint-mark rose, both 
sides; no keys, cross NO.9. 

I have in my cabinet two specimens of the earliest type of 
half-groat of Canterbury of Henry VIII which have the following 
characteristics: Obverse, mint-mark martlet, VIII instead of VII. 
In both specimens, which are from different dies, the die is new and 

E 
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not an altered one of Henry VII; reverse, mint-mark martlet over 
rose, WJr over shield, cross No. 9 (in each case an old die of 
Henry VII, with altered mint-mark and 'VVJr punched in above the 
shield). The two coins are from different reverse dies. [PI. VI, 
No. 106.] No rose-marked half-groats of Henry VIII's first 
coinage of Canterbury are known. Both my coins, although 
from different reverse dies, have the same alterations, which, to 
my mind, . conclusively proves the case for the attribution to 
Canterbury of the keyless profile half-groats with · the martlet and 
rose marks. 

The following is the type-sequence of these profile Canterbury 
half-groats, continuing the enumeration of the types from the 
issues of Archbishop Morton. They all have lettering of the 
H bold " form :_ 

Type (e).-Mint-mark martlet; King's name reading hEl'RIO, 

peculiar ,H'S; cross No.8. [PI. VI, No. 99.J 

Type (f).-Mint-mark martlet; hEinRIO, ordinary Jr's; cross 
No.8. [PI. VI, No. 101.] Mules between types (e) and (f) exist. 
[PI. VI, No. 100.J 

Type (g).-As last, but mint-mark rose; cross No.8. [PI. VI, 
No. 102.] 

Type (h).-Mint-marks: obverse, martlet; reverse, rose; 
cross No.8. [PI. VI, No. 103.] 

Type (i).-Mint-marks: obverse, martlet; reverse, rose; 
cross NO.9. [PI. VI, No. 104.J 

. Type (j).-Mint-mark rose; cross NO.9. [PI. VI, No. 105.] 
This is the last Canterbury half-groat of Henry VII and was followed 
by the Henry VIII half-groats of Canterbury, referred to above. 
These were struck ,by Archbishop Wareham from new Henry VIII 
obverse dies and altered reverse dies of Henry VII. [PI. VI, No. 106.J 

A classification of these Canterbury half-groats issued 1508-9 is 
given in the appended Table VII. 
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London. 

Continuing the enumeration of the types from the London 
half-groats last dealt with, those of the period 1501-4, the earliest 
profile-type piece of this mint has the following characteristics :-

Type (f).-Mint-mark lys; numeral omitted after King's name; 
abbreviation mark after h6rmxc of "comma-like" form, 
instead of the usual "note-of-interrogation" form; peculiar ,H's. 
The obverse has the French title, the R of which is of the" long" 
form shown in Fig. 3 on p. 32; cross No.8. This is a very 
exceptional piece, and may, perhaps, be a T.I. profile half-groat. 
It is the only profile half-groat I know of on which the French 
title appears. The reading ,H rwI.t x' is also very full. Whether 
of the Tentative or Regular profile issue, it is certainly. the earliest 
of this class. The R being of the long form, it cannot be earlier than 
group (n) or possibly (m) (cj. p. 33). On the whole, I am inclined 
to think it was issued after the adoption of the R. I. profile type on 
the groats in or about I50J, and is . the first of the profile-type 
London half-groats of the R.I. and not a late T.r. piece. [PI. VI, 
No. lOJ.J 

Type (g).-Mint-mark lys, peculiar ,H'S, cross INo. 8. [PI. VI, 
No. lO8.J 

Type (h).-Mint-mark lys, obverse ,H'S, reverse :ir'S, cross 
No.8. [PI. VI, No. I09.J 

Type (i).-Mint-mark, obverse lys, reverse : lys, obverse 
,H'S, reverse :ir'S, cross No.8. [PI. VI, No. IIO.J 

Type (j) .-Mint-mark, obverse lys, reverse : lys, ordinary 
:ir's both sides, cross No.8. [PI. VI, No. IILJ 

Type (k).-Mint-mark, obverse: lys, reverse pheon, ordinary 
:ir'S, cross No.8. [PI. VI, No. II2.J 

Type (l).-Mint-mark pheon both sides, 1\:'S, and cross 
No.8. [PI. VI, No. II3.] 

The mint-mark : lys corresponds with the mint-mark : -1tt
found upon the Regular profile-issue groats. It is curious that the 

E 2 
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cross termination NO.9 does not occur on the London half-groats, 
although it does on both those of Canterbury and York; and this 
in spite of the fact that the pheon-marked London half-groats must 
be quite as late in date of issue as any of the Canterbury and York 
pieces. It is also curious that the lys and: lys marks should have 
been used on the half-groats instead of the corresponding marks 
on the groats of the -l=l:} and : +, whereas the pheon was used 
on both denominations. The only explanation that occurs to me 
is that possibly the + and: -l$- might have been deemed to be 
too large for the design if used as upon the groats; and liable to be 
indistinct if reduced in size to balance the design of the half-groats. 
A classification of these London half-groats issued 1508-9 is given 
in the appended Table VIII. 

The appended Table IX gives a classification of the issues of the 
various types of half-groats from the three mints during the reign, 
with the approximate dates and corresponding types and mint
marks found on the groats. It will be noticed that the profile-type 
half-groats were an extensive issue right at the end of the reign, and 
that many of the issues, which I have called types for the sake of 
clearness in showing their sequence, in all probability only represent 
quarterly or other periodic issues, many of them occurring in a 
very short period, owing presumably to the large quantity of 
bullion coined. 

THE PENNIES, HALFPENNIES AND FARTHINGS. 

The only undoubted penny belonging to the last coinage that 
I can bring forward is of London. It has the mint-mark pheon,. 
lettering of the "bold" alphabet, and cross termination NO.3. 
As has already been remarked, changes in lettering, etc., on the 
smaller pieces did not keep pace with those found on the larger 
pieces; as instance the cross termination No. 3 on this penny, 
whereas NO.9 is that found on the corresponding groats! The 
lettering, it is true, corresponds with that on the pheon-marked 
groats. Working back seems the only possible method, therefore, 
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with the pieces in an attempt to attribute pennies to the times of 
the mint-marks cross-crosslet and greyhound. I can, however, 
find no pennies with the "fine" or "plain" alphabets. I have 
a London penny with the" coarse" alphabet lettering with saltire
stops and a saltire before harmxa where the mint-mark should 
be; it has cross termination NO.3. This might be contempo
raneous with the early greyhound-marked groats, but I should 
be more inclined to assign it to the time of the anchor mint-mark. 

Of Durham, there seem no pennies that can be attributed to 
Bishop Sever, who held the t emporalities from October ISth, IS02, 
until his death in I50S. The see was then vacant for nearly two 
years, the temporalities being restored to his successor, Bishop 
Bainbridge, on November I7th, Iso7, who held them until translated 
to the Archbishopric of York on September 20th, ISOS. Henry VII 
died on Apri12Ist, ISOg, and it was not until July 3rd, ISOg, that 
the temporalities were restored to Bainbridge's successor, Thomas 
Ruthall, who was appointed Bishop of Durham on June I2th, ISOg. 
Neither, turning to York, ' do we seem more successful. 

The halfpennies are almost as scarce. The first of London has 
no mint-mark, fine-lettering both sides, and cross termination NO.3. 
[PI. VI, No. II4.] I have another of London, with the pheon mint
mark on the obverse, which, no doubt, is of Henry VII. The 
lettering on the obverse is of the "fine" alphabet, apparently, 
whilst that on the reverse is of the "bold" kind. The cross 
termination is NO.3. [PI. VI, No. IIS.] 

The only other halfpenny of the period of which I know is that 
of York, figured by Hawkins, No. 377. The mint-mark is probably 
a martlet, there is a key beneath the bust, the cross termination 
is NO.3. 

The two farthings quoted by Hawkins as being in the British 
Museum are, Mr. Lawrence tells us,1 in reality a clipped York half
penny of Henry VIII as to one, and as to the other it " is not an 
English coin, if it is not a contemporary forgery." 

1 Numtsm"tic Chronicle, 4th series, vol. xviii, p. 249 note. 
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There is, however, an undoubted farthing in the collection of 
Colonel H. W. Morrieson. It reads haU[RlO] Dl GR1r x Rax. 

I think the lettering is of the" bold" type. I have another 
in my own cabinet, reading naURI[O Dl GR1r x Ra]X 1r; the 
lettering on the obverse is of the "fine" alphabet and that on 
the reverse of the" bold" alphabet. [PI. VI, No. II6.] The cross 
termination on both these coins is pattee, and the King's bust 
full-faced with arched crown. I have another farthing which 
I formerly thought to be of Henry VII, but I am now inclined to 
attribute it to the first coinage of Henry VIII coined previous 
to I523, when the type was ordered to be changed and the 
farthings to have a portcullis on the obverse and a rose on the 
centre of the reverse cross. These are, I believe, the only farthings 
known. 

Mr. Lawrence, in a paper published in the Numismatic Chronicle, 
4th series, vol. xix, p. 265 et seq., entitled" Halfpence and Farthings 
of Henry VIII," objects to Colonel Morrieson's farthing, "because it 
was practically indistinguishable from a halfpenny, except by weight." 
Although, in his previous paper on Henry VII, already referred 
to several times, and printed in the Numismatic Chronicle, 4th series, 
vol. xviii, on p. 249, referring to the same coin, he said: "Colonel 
Morrieson, however, has a coin weighing 2' 25 grs., of the sIze of a 
farthing. It is exactly like a small halfpenny in design, and is the 
only coin I have seen that I can call a farthing of Henry VII." The 
italics are my own. 

In a paper entitled "Halfpennies and Farthings of Henry 
VIII," published in vol. v, 2nd series of this] ournal, I have given 
my views on these pieces. I also suggested that in the case of 
a doubtful farthing, the weights of all the small pieces being 
extremely variable and unreliable, the true test would be by 
comparison of the measured diameter of the inner circle on the 
obverse with that of an undoubted halfpenny of the same issue. 
The two farthings of Henry VII and that of the first coinage of 
Henry VIII previous to I523, referred to above, by virtue of this 
test are undoubtedly farthings and not halfpennies. 
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CONCLUSION. 

Having now d~alt with the sequence of all the denominations 
of the period under discussion, as far as I am able, I should like to 
say something regarding the dates which I have assigned to some 
of the coins and give my reasons for thinking that the first of the 
coins of the great re-coinage of I504 were those bearing the mint
mark greyhound's head No. 1. That the pheon was the latest 
mark at the Tower, there is, I imagine, no doubt, and the earliest 
groats of Henry VIII amply prove this, if proof is required. Now 
the mule London half-groat with mint-mark, obverse: lys, reverse 
pheon, shows us that the former mark, the: lys, is the equivalent of 
the : -l$t- mark upon the R.I. profile groats, since the : + and 
pheon are found muled on the groats. Similarly, the mule London 
half-groat with mint-mark, obverse lys, it'S, reverse: lys, it'S (Type (j) 
in appended Table VIII), and the other mule with mint-mark, obverse 
lys, .H'S; reverse: lys, it'S (Type (i) in appended Table VIII), tell 
us that the lys mint-mark was the equivalent of the + mark 
upon the R.I. profile groats. Also that both .H'S and it'S occurred on 
coins contemporary with the groats of the R.I. profile type with mint
mark -l$~. Now, the R.I. profile-type characteristics, bold-lettering, 
etc., would not have been adopted on the half-groats before they 
were on the groats. So that all these profile-type half-groats of 
London, York, and Canterbury must have been issued after the 
commencement of the R.I. profile-type groats, on which the earliest 
mark is the -l$t- . This incidentally confirms what we know by the 
incidence of the coins to be the case, namely, that the coinage right 
at the end of the reign must have been very extensive. Hence the 
number of variations in the groats and half-groats of the R.I. profile 
type. 

Again, the York half-groats of type (l), without the keys, which 
must represent the sede vacante period I507-8 (see subsequent 
remarks), having the peculiar .H'S, connect them with the run of 
the -l$t- mint-mark on the R.I. profile groats, showing us that the 
profile type on the half-groats was adopted a little, but not much, 
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later than on the groats, also that all the R.I. profile coins must 
have been issued subsequently to about 1507. 

Now, turning to the long series of arched-crown full-faced type 
Canterbury half-groats, issued by Cardinal Morton, it is difficult to 
believe that the issue of these was terminated at any other time than 
at his death on September 15th, 1500. The half-groats with the 
pansy mint-mark in conjunction with the tun, the latest of the 
sequence, confirm this, and I think my suggestion, that these pieces 
represent the winding-up of that mint after the Cardinal's death, 
holds good. This fixes the date of the pansy mint-mark as c. 1500. 

The mint-marks following the pansy were, it will be remembered, 
the leopard's head crowned, lys issuing from half-rose, anchor and 
then greyhound's head No. 1. The sequence of York half-groats 
shows the earliest of the full-faced arched-crown half-groats of that 
mint to have been contemporary with the greyhound's head No. I 
marked groats of full-faced type, and, therefore, the keyless half
groats of York which I have ascribed to the sede vacante period 
1507-8 cannot possibly have been coined during the sede vacante 
period May 29th, 1500 (a few months before Cardinal Morton' :, 
death), and April I2th, I50I, when Thomas Savage received the 
temporalities of York. 

As to the question of what were the first coins of the great 
re-coinage which started in or about December, 1503, we know 
the pansy mark was running in 1500 approximately; also that the 
R.I. of profile groats commenced about 1507 (the keyless York 
half-groats were issued just afterwards between September, 
1507, and December, 1508). . As just stated, the runs of the 
mint-marks leopard's head crowned, lys issuing from rose and 
anchor (this last a large issue with numerous variants) followed 
the pansy (c. 1500). This would give us every reason to assume the 
date of the early greyhound mark, which followed the anchor, to 
be towards the end of 1503. Wf;. have seen that the earliest T.r. 
profile groats and the earliest shillings (which have been shown to 
agree with the T .r. profile groats) were contemporary with the 
R .I. full-faced-type groats with mint-mark greyhound's head No. 1. 
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A fresh mint-mark would most assuredly mark the commencement 
of a re-coinage. If either the adoption of the anchor mint-mark 
or of the cross-crosslet (on the full-faced arched-crown-type groats) 
be taken as the date of the commencement of the re-coinage (1503), 
these being the preceding and subsequent mint-marks to the 
greyhound's head, we immediately find we have either too few 
or too many coins to represent the coinage of the period 1500-3. 
It seems, therefore, that there is no alternative but that the grey
hound mark was the first adopted in the re-coinage, and that the 
experimental T.!. coins were all issued after the re-coinage of 1503 
started. 

In vol. i of his Annals of the Coinage, Ruding, in a footnote on 
p. 297, rather severely criticizes Leake for his interpretation of the 
meaning of part of the statute of 19 Henry VII, cap. 5. It seems 
to me, however, that Leake was quite correct, and that Ruding 
was the person in error. Leake, however, was, according to my 
view, wrong in thinking that all the coins of Henry's" nineteenth 
year and afterwards have his head in profile."1 

The contemporary chroniclers in theirreferences2 to this coinage, 
and more particularly with regard to the profile-type pieces, will 
be found: to state nothing that is ~n any way in opposition to the 
views put forward above. What they do say is sometimes 
incomplete and slightly ambiguous, and, therefore, likely to 
mislead. 

Perhaps a few words should be said with regard to the coins 
figured on the copy of the Proclamation of July 5th, 1504, in the 
library of the Society of Antiquaries, which, by kind permission 
of the Council, I am allowed to reproduce. [PI. VI!.] 

The coins figured are two ful1 -faced arched crown groats with 
mint-marks greyhound's head and cross-crosslet and a gold coin of 
Charles of Burgundy. 

1 Historical Accmmt of English Money, 3rd ed., p. 176. 
2 These are conveniently sun:lmarized on p. 297 of Ruding, vol. i, Annals of the 

Coinage. 
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I have no hesitation in stating that when the Proclamation was 
issued it was not illustrated! The figures were added at a 
later date. I think the figures themselves show this, for "the 
top coin figured has mint-mark greyhound's head and has all the 
outer circle visible, and consequently all four cross ends complete. 
This coin was obviously intended to illustrate the characteristics 
which coins struck subsequently to the Act of 19 Henry VII, cap. 5, 
must present, i.e. a complete outer circle. 

The other groat shown has mint-mark cross-crosslet and 
has only three of the limits of the cross complete. This was again 
obviously intended to portray one of the groats struck before the 
Act of 19 Henry VII, cap. 5, which, though slightly clipped, yet 
having three of the limits of the cross complete was, by virtue of the 
provisions of the Proclamation, to be allowed to" go and be current." 

We know, however, that the cross-crosslet mint-mark was 
later than the greyhound's head. So that we have a cross-crosslet
marked groat illustrating a pre-19 Henry VII, cap. 5, coin, and a 
greyhound's-head-marked coin illustrating a post-19 Henry VII, 
cap. 5, coin! No more need, I think, be said. Actually, both coins 
were struck subsequently to the Act; and the cross-crosslet coin 
certainly, and the greyhound coin very probably, also after the 
date of the Proclamation. 

In conclusion, my grateful thanks are due to the Keeper of 
the Coins and Medals in the British Museum, to Lieut.-Colonel 
H. W. Morrieson, to Mr. R. C. Lockett, to Mr. F. A. Walters, to my 
father, and to Mr. L. A. Lawrence for the loan of coins and casts for 
illustration, and more especially to the latter for his kindness in 
answering several queries as to the occurrence of certain varieties of 
half-groats; also to the Council of the Society of Antiquarie~ for 
allowing me to have the Proclamation of July 5th, 1504, photo
graphed and reproduced, and to Mr. F. A. Walters for kindly 
making his beautiful drawings of the forms of cross terminations, etc. 
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KEY TO PLATES. 

(R.C-B.) = R. Carlyon-Britton. (B.M.) = British Museum. (F.A.W.) = F. A. 
Walters. (H.W.M.) = Lieut .-Colonel H. W. Morrieson. (L.A.L.) = L. A. Lawrence . . 
(P.C-B.) · = Major P. W. P. Carlyon-Britton. (R.C.L.) = R C. Lockett. 

PLATE 1. 
FIG. 

I. Open-crown-type groat. Obverse, lys and rose dimidiated; reverse, lys on rose. 
(R.C-B.) 

2. "Portcullis" groat. (B.M.) 
3. Half-sovereign (so-called" ryal "). (B.M.) 
4. Mule. Obverse, arched-crown groat, no mint-mark; reverse, saltire-stops 

(open-crown-type die). (R.C-B.) 
5. Arched-crown groat, no mint-mark, star after posui and civatas. (R.C-B.) 
6. R1. groat. Group (a). (B). Obverse, greyhound's head No. I; reverse, 

anchor. (R.C-B.) 

7· 

8. 
g. 

10. 

II. 

12. 

13· 
14· 
IS· 
16. 

17· 
18. 
Ig. 
20. 

2 I. 

FIG. 

22. 

23· 
24· 
25· 

" 

" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 

" 
" 

R1. groat. 

" 
" 

" 

" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

(a). (A). 

(b). 
(c). (A). 
(c). (B). 
(e). (A). 
(e). (C). 
(f). (A). 
(f). (B). 
(g). 
(h). (A). 
(h). (B). 
(i) . (A). 
(j). 
(k) . 
(1). 

Obverse, anchor; reverse, greyhound's head 
No. I. (R.C-B.) 

(R.C-B.) 
(R.C-B.) 
(R.C-B.) 
(F.A.W.) 
(F.A.W.) 
(B.M.) 
(F.A.W.) 
(R.C-B.) 
(R.C-B.) 
(R.C-B.) 
(R.C-B.) / 
(F.A.W.) 
(R.C-B.) 
(R.C-B.) 

PLATE II. 

Group (m). (R:C-B.) 
(n). (R.C-B.) 
(0). (R.C-B.) 
(p). (R.C-B.) 
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PLATE II -continued. 
FIG. 
26. R.!. groat. Group (q). (R.C-B.) 

27· " 
(r). (R.C-B.) 

2B. " 
(s). (R.C-B.) 

29· (t) . (R.C-B.) 

30 . (u). (F.A.W.) 

31. (v). (R.C-B.) 

32. (w). (R.C-B.) 

33· (x). (R.C-B.) 

34· (y). (F.A.W.) 

35· T.!. groat. (H.W.M.) No. I in list. 

36. (L.A.L.) 2 

37· (L.A.L.) 
" 3 

3B. (L.A.L.) 
" 4 

39· (B.M.) 
" 5 

40 . (B.M.) 
" 7 

41. (B.M.) B 

42 • (R.C.L.) 
" 9 

43· (B.M.) " II 

44· (R.C-B.) " 12 

PLATE III. 
:VIG. 

45· T.!. groat. (L.A.L.) No. I3 in list. 
46. " 

(B.M.) " I4 
47· (L.A.L.) " IS 

4B. " 
(H.W.M.) " I7 

49· " 
(F.A.W.) " 19 

50. (B.M.) " 21 
51. (R.C.L.) " 23 
52. " 

(R.C-B.) " 24 
53· (R.C-B.) " 26 
54· (R.C-B.) " 27 
55· Shilling. Type I. (B.M.) 
56. " " 3· (B.M.) 

57· " 
Mule. Types 2 and 3. (B.M. ) 

'iB. H Type 4. (B.M.) 
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PLATE IV. 

FIG. FIG. 

59· Angel. (B.M.) 70. Angel. (B.M.) 
60. (B.M.) 71. (p.e-B.) 
61. (B.M.) 72. (B.M.) 
62. (B.M.) 73· (p.e-B.) 

63· (B.M.) 74· Forgery of angel. (B.M.) 

64· (B.M.) 75· " (B.M.) 

65· (B.M.) 76. Half-angel. (B.M.) 
66. (B.M.) 77· " 

(B.M.) 

67· (L.A.L.) 78. (B.M.) 
68. (B.M.) 79· (p.e-B.) 

69· (B.M.) 

PLATE V. 
FIG. 

80. Sovereign. Type 1. (B.M.) 
81. 

" 
2. (B.M.) 

82. " Double" -sovereign. Type 2. (B.M.) 

83· Sovereign of Henry VIII. (B.M.) 

84· Half-groat. York. Type (c) . (R.e-B.) 

85· Mule types (c) and (d) . (R.C-B .) 
86. Type (d). (R.e-B.) 

87· Mule types (d) and (e). (L.A.I) 
88. Type (e). (L.A.L.) 

89· Mule types (e) and (f). (L.A.L.) 

90. Type (f). (R.e-B.) 

9I. " 
Mule types (d) and (f). (R.e-B.) 

PLATE VI. 
FIG. 

92. Half-groat. York. Type (g) . (L.A.L.) 

93· " 
(h). (R.e-B.) 

94· " 
(i). (R.e-B.) 

95· " " " 
(j). (L.A.L.) 

96. " 
(k). (L.A.L.) 

97· " 
Henry Vln (similar to type l). (B.M.) 

98. XB. (R.e-B.) 
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PLATE VI -continued. 
FIG. 

99· Half-groat. Canterbury. Type (e). (L.A.L.) 
100. 

" 
Mule types (f) and (e) . (R.C-B.) 

101. Type (f) . (R.C-B.) 
102. " 

(g). (R.C-B.) 
103. " " 

(h). (L.A.L.) 
104 . " 

(i) . (R.C-B.) 

105· " (j). (R.C-B.) 
106. Henry VIII. WTi.. (R.C-B.) 
107. London. Type (f) . (L.A.L.) 
108. 

" 
(g). (B.M.) 

109. " 
(h). (R.C-B.) 

IIO. 
" 

(i) . (R.C-B.) 
III. 

" 
(j). (R.C-B.) 

lIZ. 
" 

(k). (F.A.W.) 

II3· " 
(1) . (R.C-B.) 

II4· Halfpenny. (R.C-B.) 

lIS· Mint-mark pheon. (R.C-B. ) 
II6. Farthing. (R.C-B.) 



... 

marks. 

'I fieurs. (Cj. p. 23.) 

; reverse reads DflVM ~ 2rDlVTOElV'x 

hound No. I die. 

seems to suggest that it should exist.1 (Cj. p. 2S.) 

[s mark are, however, extremely rare. 
r 
> portunity of examining. 

1 

6ZA 

Illustration. 

PI. I, NO.7. 

PI. I, No.8. 

PI. I, NO.9. 
PI. I, No. 10. 

PI. I, No. II. 

PI. I, No. 12. 

PI. I, No. 13. 
PI. I, No. 14. 
PI. I , No. 15. 
PI. I, No. r6. 
PI. I, No . 17. 
PI. I, No. rS. 

PI. I, No. 19. 
PI. I, No. 20. 

PI. I, No. 2I. 

PI. II, No. 22. 
j PI. II, No. 23 . 

J 

PI. II, No. 24. 
PI. II, No. 25. 
PI. II, No. 26. 
PI. II, No . 27. 
PI. II, No. 28. 

PI. II, No. 29. 

PI. II, No. 30. 

PI. II, No. 3I. 

PI. II, No. 32. 

PI. II, No. 33. 
PI. II, No. 34. 

Not illustrated. 
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(Third Coinage of Henry VII .) 

I 
I Mint-mark. Form of Lettering. Form . 

Crown Arches to 
, 

of Re~arks. Group. Decoration. Crown. Cross- I 
Illustration. 

Obverse. Reverse. Obverse. Reverse. ends. 
I \ 

I I 

{(A) .. Anchor · . · . Greyhound No. I .. 8 short uprights · . 2 Coarse · . Coarse · . 6 -.i PI. I, No. '7 

(a) (B) . . ~ 
/ . 

Greyhound NO.1 .. Anchor · . · . 8 short uprights · . 2 Coarse · . Coarse · . 6 -

(b) · . Greyhound No. 1. . -Greyhound No. 1. . 8 short uprights · . z Coarse · . Coarse · . 6 - PI. I, No. 8. 

{(A) .. Greyhound No. I .. Greyhound NO.2 .. 8 short uprights · . 2 Coarse · . Plain · . 7 - PI. I, No. g. 
(c) 

(B) .. Greyhound NO.2 . . Greyhound No. 1. . 4 crosses I Plain Coarse 6 
, 

PI. I, No. 10. · . · . · . · . 
(d ?) · . Greyhound NO.2 .. Greyhound No. z . . 4 crosses · . · . I Plain · . Plain · . 7 ? Existence of this variety. Should have ordinary fieurs. (Cj. p. 23.) -

{(A) .. Greyhound NO.2 .. Greyhound No. I .. 4 crosses · . · . I Plain · . Coarse · . 6 Special fienrs, same obverse die as (e), (B) and (C' . PI. I, No . II. 

(e) 
(C) . . Greyhound NO.2 .. Greyhound NO.2 . . 4 crosses I Plain Plain 7 Special fieurs, same obverse die as (e), (A) and (B) ; reverse reads D8VM ~ 1rDlVTOeV'x a.i PI. I, No. 12. · . · . · . · . 

{(A) .. Greyhound No. 1. . Rose · . · . 8 short uprights · . 2 Coarse · . Plain · . 7 The obverse is explained by the use of an old greyhound No. I die. l~ PI. I , No. 13. 
(f) 

(B) . . Greyhound NO.2 . . Rose 8 short uprights 2 Plain Plain 7 - PI. I, No . 14. · . · . · . · . · . (] 
(g) · . Greyhound NO.2 . . Greyhound NO.2 . . 8 short uprights · . 2 Plain · . Plain · . 7 - (1j PI. I, No. IS. 

'+< 

(h) f (A) .. Greyhound NO.2 . . Greyhound No. z . . 8 short uprights Plain Fine 
I 

PI. I, No. 16. 2 · . 7 - ...... 
· . · . ...... 

::l 

l(B) . . Greyhound NO.2 .. Greyhound No. z .. 6 tall uprights · . I Fine · . Plain · . 7 - (J;, PI. I, No. 17. 

{(A) . . Greyhound NO.2 . . Greyhound NO. 2 .. 6 tall uprights Fine Fine 
( 

PI. I, No. 18. · . I · . · . 7 -

(i) 
(B ?) Greyhound No . z .. Greyhound NO. 2 . . ? 6 tall uprights? ? I Fine Fine 8 ? Existence of this variety. The reverse die of (K) seems to suggest that it should exist.! (Cj. p. 28.) -· . · . 

(j) · . Cross-crosslet · . Greyhound NO.2 .. 8 short uprights · . 2 Fine · . Fine · . 7 - PI. I, No. Ig. 

(k) Cross-crosslet · . Greyhound NO.2 .. 8 short uprights · . 2 Fine · . Fine · . 8 - PI. I, No. 20. · . 
(1) Cross-crosslet Cross-crosslet 8 short uprights z Fine Fine 8 I PI. I, No. 21. 

· . · . · . · . · . · . I 

(m) Cross-crosslet · . Cross-crosslet · . 6 tall uprights · . I Fine · . Fine · . 8 - PI. II, No. 22. 
· . 

(n) Cross-crosslet · . Cross-crosslet · . 4 crosses · , · . I Fine · . Fine · . 8 - PI. II, No. 23. · . 
~ 

(0) Cross-crosslet · . Cross-crosslet . · . 4 crosses · . · . I Bold · . Bold · . 9 - PI. II, No. 24. 
· . 

Cross-crosslet 
~- Bold Bold PI. II, No. 25. 

(p) · . : *l=f- · . · . 4 crosses · . · . I · . · . 9 -
· . 

-'- ' -I=H- 4 crosses I Bold Bold 9 PI. II, No . 26. 
(q) : *l=f- · . · . · . · . · . · . · . · . -

· . • T 

(r) -$f- : · . · . : -t$- · . · . 4 crosses · . · . I Bold · . Bold · . 9 - PI. II, No . 27. 
· . 

(s) . +tf- x · . · . : -tt~ · . · . 4 crosses · . · . I Bold · . Bold · . 9 - a.i PI. II, No. 28 . 
· . T 

-$f- and pheon (at 
-'- I Bold Bold 9 l~ PI. II, No. 29. 

(t) : -Itf- · . · . 4 crosses · . · . · . · . -
· . 

end of legend) r~ (u) 
-'- + and pheon (at 4 crosses I Bold Bold 9 - PI. II, No. 30. 

+t+ · . · . · . · . · . · . T · . 
end of legend) 

~ 

-'- I Bold Bold 9 PI. 11, No. 31. 
(v) Pheon : *l=f- · . · . 4 crosses · . · . · . · . -

· . · . · . 
(w) Pheon over -$f- Pheon · . · . 4 crosses · . · . I Bold · . Bold · . 9 - PI. II, No. 32. 

· . · . 
(x) Pheon over : -$f- Pheon · . · . 4 crosses · . · . I Bold · . Bold · . 9 - PI. II, No. 33. 

· . · . 
(y) Pheon Pheon · . · . 4 crosses · . · . I Bold · . Bold · . 9 - PI. II, No. 34. 

· . · . · . 
-

Pheon Pheon · . · . 4 crosses · . · . I Bold · . Bold · . 9 First coinage of Henry VIII. The pieces with this mark are, however, extremely rare. Not illustrated. 
· . · . 

I 

1 Since writing the above, Mr. L. A. Lawrence tells me there is a specimen in the British Museum, which, however, I have not had an opportunity of examining. 



TABLE H .-TENTATIVE I SSUE GROATS. 6ZB 

(Third Coinage of Henry VII.) 

-I 

Mint-mark. ~ ...... ui Inner Circles. ~ .8 ......'"0 
0 ....; o ~ 

No. :s:~ S rn S or Obverse Legend. Reverse Legend. Remarks. Illustration. o I-< I-< ~ I-< rn I I-< 0 ol=Q o rn II uu 
Obverse. Reverse. Q) ~ ~8 Obverse. Reverse. 

A U 
II 

I Lys Lys III A 8 hEll1RIGVS - DElI - GR1I:' - RElX - 1I:l1GLtI' - Z - FtR1I:' POSVI DElVM-1I: OIVTOR El'-MElVM Double I Double From same obverse die as Nos . 2 and 9. PI. II, No . 35 . · . · . · . · . I Different reverse dies. 
2 Lys · . · . Lys · . · . I II A 8 hEll1RIOVS - DElI - GR1I:' - RElX x 1I:l1GLtI' - Z - FtR1I:' POSVI DElVM-1I: DIVTOR El'-MElV'- Double j Double From same obverse die as Nos. 2 and 9. PI. II, No. 36. 

/1 

Different reverse dies. 
3 None · . · . None · . · . III C 8 hEll1RIO[? - VII? -] 01' x GR1I:' - RElX - 1I:l1GLt' - Z - Ft' P'OSVI DElV' -1I: DIVTOR El'-MElV Single Single - PI. II, No. 37. 
4 None Lys III B 8 hEll1RIG? - VII? - 01' - GR1I:' - RElX - 1I:GLtl' - Z - RW - POSVI D6V'-1I: OIVTOR El'-MElV' Single '1 Single From same obverse die as NO.5 PI. II, No. 38. · . · . · . · . II . . · . 
5 None · . · . + · . · . III B 8 hEll1RIO? - VII? - 01' - GR1I:' - RElX - 1I:GLtI' - Z - RR' - x POSVI DElV'-1I: OIVTOR El'-MElV Single I Single From same obverse die as NO.4 . . · . PI. II, No. 39. 
6 None · . · . X · . · . III C 8 hEll1RIO? - VII? - 01' x GR1I:' - RElX - 1I:l1GLt' - Z - Ft' -POSVI DElV'-1!: OIVTOR El'-MElV' Single 

II 
Single - Not illustrated. 

7 None · . · . Lys · . · . xxx C 8 hEll1RIG' - DElI - GR1I:' " RElX - 1I:rwLtIEl" Z - RR1I:l1G' POSVI - DElVM-1I: OIVTOR El'-MaVM Double Double Note comma abbreviation after hElURIG'- PI. II, No. 40. 
8 None · . · . Lys · . · . xxx A 8 hEll1RIOVS - DElI - GR1I:' - RElX x 1I:l1GLtIEl - Z - FtR' x POSVI DElV'-1I: OIVTO El'xMElV' Double Single - PI. II, No . 4I. 
9 Lys · . · . Lys · . · . III A 9 hEll1RIOVS - DElI - GR1I:' x RElX x 1I:l1GLtI' x Z x FtR1!:' POSVI DElVMx1!: OIVTOR El'-MElVM Double Double From same obverse die as Nos. I and 2. PI. II, No. 42. 

Different reverse dies . 
IO Lys · . · . Lys · . · . III ? 9 [hEll1RIO' x VII' - 01' x GR1I:' - Rex - 1I:GLtI' Z - Ft] [POSVI DElV'-1I: OIVTO El'xMElV] Single ? Trefoils in forks of cross, and d . Brd·ish Not illustrated. 

Numismatic J ournal, vol. iv, p .-87. 
II Lys · . · . Lys · . · . III B 9 hEll1RIO? - vII? x 01' - GR1I:' - RElX x 1I:l1GLt' x Z x Ft' POSVI DElV'-1!: OIVTOR El'-MElV' Single Single From same obverse die as No. I2 . . · . PI. II, No. 43. 
I2 Lys · . · . Lys · . · . II I B 9 'hEll1R1G? - VII? x 01' - GR1I:' - Rex x 1I:l1GLt' x Z - Ft' . POSVI DElVMx1l: DIVTOR El'xMElV'x Single Single From same obverse die as No. II .. · . PI. II, No. 44. 
I3 Lys · . · . Lys · . · . III C 9 hEll1RIG? x VII? x 01' x GR1I:' x Rex x 1I:l1GLt' x Z x R' POSVI DElVMx1l: DIVTOR El'xMElV' Single Double - PI. -II, No . 45. 
I4 None · . · . Lys · . · . III C 9 hEll1RIO? SElPTIm? 01' x GR1I:' x RElX " 1I:l1GLt' x Z x FtR' POSVI DElV'x1!: (over D) DIVTOR tI'xMtlV' Double Double Murdoch, PI. V, 399, from same dies PI. II, No. 46. 

(but different coins). 
IS Lys · . · . Greyhound NO.2 III C 9 hEll1RIO? x VII? x 01' - GR1I:' - Rex - 1I:l1GLt' - Z - Ft' - POSVI DElV'x1l: DIVTOR El'xMElV'- Single 

/1 
Single - PI. II , No . 47. 

I6 Lys · . · . Greyhound NO.2 III C 9 hEll1RIO' x 01' x GR1I:' - RElX x 1I:nGf:!' x Z - FtR1I:' POSVI D6V'x1l: DIVTOR El'xMElV' Single 
I 

Single Note comma abbreviation after htll1RIG' - Not illustrated. 
From same obverse die as Nos. I7 
and I8. 

I 7 Lys · . · . Greyhound No.2 III C 9 hEll1RIG' - 01' x GR1I:' x RElX -lmGLt' - Z x FtR1I:' POSVI DElV' x 11: OIVTOR El'-MElV' Single Single Note comma abbreviation after hEll1RIG'x PI. II, No. 48. 
I8 Lys · . · . Greyhound No. 2 III C 9 hEll1RIG' x 01' x GR1I:' x RElX -lmGLt' x Z x FtR1I:' POSVI DElV'x1l: DIVTOR El'xMElV' Single Single Note comma abbreviation after hEll1RIG'x Not illustrated. 

From same obverse die as Nos. I6 

hEll1RIG? x VII? x 01' x GR1I:' x Rex x 1I:GLtI' x Z x Ft' x 
and I7. 

I9 Lys · . · . Greyhound NO.2 III C 9 POSVI DElV' x1l: DIVTOR El'xMElV' Single Single - PI. II, No. 49. 
20 Greyhound NO.2 Greyhound NO.2 III C? 9 hEll1RIG? x VII? x 01' x GR1I:' x Rex x 1I:GLt' x Z x Ft POSVI DElV'x1l: OIVTOR O'xMtlV' . Single Single - Not illustrated. 
2I Greyhound NO.2 Greyhound NO . 2 III D 9 hEll1R1G? x VII?" 01' x GR1I:' x ReX x 1I:GLt' x Z x FtR' POSVI DtlV'x1!: OIVTOR El'xMElV' Single Single - PI. n , No. 50. 

.J.. .J.. xxx C hEll1RIG' x VII? x 01' x GR1I:' x ReX x 1I:GLt' x Z x FtR' POSVI DElV'x1l: DIVTO tI'xMtlV Tressure Single Note comma abbreviation after htll1RIG'x Not illustrated. 22 +t+ · . · . -H+ · . · . 9 T T 

From same obverse die as No. 23. 
4~ 

.J.. xxx C hEll1RIO' x VII? x 01' x GR1I:' x ReX x 1I:GLt' x Z x FtR' POSVI DtlV'x1l: DIVTOR El'xMElV' Tressure i Single Note comma abbreviation after hEll1RIG'x PI: U , No . 5I. 23 · . · . ":j:l- · . · . 9 T 

F rom same obverse die as No. 22. 
24 -t$~ 

.L xxx D hEll1RIG' ~ VII? x 01' x GR1I:' x ReX - 1I:GLt' x Z x Ft' POSVI DElV'~1!: DIVTO tI'~MElV' Single Single Note double saltire abbreviation after PI. .II, No . 52. · . · . ":j:l- · . · . 9 I 
hEll1RIO'~ 

25 
.J.. .J.. xxx E hEll1RIG' x VII? x DI' - GR1I:' x ReX x 1I:GLt' x Z x FtR' POSVI DtlV' = 11: DIVTOR tI'=MElV' Single Single Note comma abbreviation after hEll1RIG'x Not illustrated. -ttl- · . · . +t+ · . · . 9 T 

26 4r · . · . 4 · . · . xxx E 9 hEll1RIG' x VW' x 01' x GR1I:' x Rex x 1I:GLt' x Z x Ft' ~ POSVI D6V'=1I: DIVTOR El'=MElV' Single I Single Note comma abbreviation after hEll1RIG'x PI. II, No. 53 . 
T T 

27 "$1- · . · . * · . · . III C 9 hEll1RIG? x VII? x 01' x GR1I:' x Rex x 1I:l1GLt' x Z x FtR' POSVI DElV'x1l: DIVTOR tI'xMElV Single Single - PI. II, No. 54. 
T 

II 28 4r · . · . -t$~ · . · . III C 9 hEll1RIa? x VII ? x 01 ' x GR1I:' x Rex x ;;:l1GLt x Z x Ft' POSVI DElV'x1l: OIVTOR El'xMElV' Single Single - Not ill ustrated. 
T 

I . _-- ._---_ .... _ .... _ .... . _--_._-_ ... _------ ----- -- -----_ ... 



Type. 

~ 

I 

2 
2- 3 Mule 

3 
4 

No. 

I 

2 

3 

-4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
IO 

II 

12 

I3 
I-4 
I5 
I6 
I7 
I8 
I9 

Mint-mark. 

Obverse. -I Reverse. 
I 

Lys · . · . Lys · . · . 
Lys · . · . Lys · . · . 
Lys · . · . Lys · . · . 
Lys " . · . Lys · . · . 
Lys · . · . Lys · . · . 

Corresponding 
Group of Groats. 

Obverse. 

(a) (A) 
(a) (B) 

(b) 
(c) (B) 
(d) or (g) 
(I) 
(m) 
(m) 
(n) 
(n) 

(0) 
(p) 
(q ?) 
(s ?) 
(t) 
(u) 
(v) 
(x) 

(y) 

.. Anchor . . .. 

.. Greyhound No . I 

.. Greyhound No. I 

. . Greyhound NO.2 

.. Greyhound No.2 

.. Cross-crosslet .. 

.. Cross-crosslet .. 

.. Cross-crosslet .. 

. . Cross-crosslet . . 

.. Cross-crosslet .. 

.. Cross-crosslet .. 

.. -$

.. -$

.. q$+-

.. x-$~ 

.. '¥ 

.. '¥ 

.. ~ 

.. \ '¥ 

=" at end 
=x at end 

~ at end 
x at end 

-$- at end 
"at end 

TABLE IlL-SHILLINGS. 

(Thill d Coinage oj Henry VII.) 

I 
Form of Lettering. Cross Terminations. 

Obverse Legend. 

Obverse. Reverse. Form. I Contents of Fo,ks. I 
Plain · . · . Plain 

Plain · . · . Plain 

Plain · . · . Fine 

Fine · . · . Fine 

Fine · . · . Fine 
I 

Mint-mark. 

Reverse. 

.. Greyhound No. I 

. . Anchor . . . . 

. . Greyhound No. I 

. . Greyhound No. I 

.. Greyhound NO. 2 

.. Cross-crosslet .. 

.. Cross-crosslet . . 

.. Cross-crosslet . . 

.. Cross-crosslet " 
".. Cross-crosslet .. 

.. Cross-crosslet .. 

.. -$

.. -$I

.. -$-

.. -$- ~ .. 

.. -$\0 ~ .. 

.. Cross-crosslet .. 

.. '¥ 

.. '¥ 

Floriated Lys hEInRIOVS x 01' x GR7r' x REIX x 7rnGItIEI x Z x RR' . 
POSVI · . · . · . . . . . I · . · . Floriated · . Lys . . . . hEInRIO' DI' GR7r' REIX 7rnGItIEI Z RR7rn' I POSVI 

· . · . 9 · . · . Slipped t refoil .. hEInRIa' DI' GR7r' REIX 7rnGItIEI Z RR7rn' I POSVI 

· . · . 9 · . · . Slipped trefoil . . , hEInRIO)l x SEIPTIM)l x,OI' GR7r' x REIX x 7rnGIt' x Z x RR! x I POSVI 

· . · . 9 · . · . Slipped trefoil .. hEInRIa)l VII)lx 01' x GR7r' x REIX x 7rnGIt' x Z x RR' POSVI 
[ 

TABLE IV.-ANGELS . 

(Third Coinage oj Henry VII.) 

Form of Lettering. 

Obverse. 

.. Coarse 

. . Coarse 

.. Coarse 

. . Plain 

.. Plain 

.. Fine 

. . Fine 

.. Fine 

.. Fine 

. . Fine 

.. Bold 

. . Bold 

.. Bold 

. . Bold 

. . Bold 

., Bold 

.. Bold 

.. Bold 

., Bold 

Reverse. 

. . Coarse 

.. Coarse 

.. Coarse 

" Coarse 
" Plain 
.. Fine 
. . Fine 
.. Fine 
. . Fine 
. . Fine 

" Bold 
. . Bold 

" Bold 
" Bold 
" Bold 
" Bold 
" Bold 
" Bold 
" Bold 

Remarks. I 

I 
. . Rosette stops on obverse " . . . . . . . . . . 
" Short R, tall lettering . . . . . . . . . . I .. 
. . Short R, shorter lettering. Note new form of end to spear-shaft 
. . Long R. Note new form of end to spear-shaft. . . . I •• 

.. Rosette stops on reverse . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . Long R. Rosette stops both sides. ? punch used after hEInRIO. 
Irons. Note old form of end to spear-shaft reintroduced. 

.. Long R. Old)l punch-used after ItEInRIa 

I 

Reverse Legend. 

DEIV'x7r 
D6V'x7r 
DEIV'x7r 
OEIvmx1t 

DEIV'x7r 

OIVTO' EI'xMEIV'x 
OIVTO' EIV'xMEIV 
OIVTO EI'xMEIV' 

OIVTOR EI'xSVlEIVM 
OIVTO EI'xMEIV' 

I r 

I] 
I~ 

I 
r 

;::::1 

..E 

.. l3~ .. r ~ 5D 
b.OQ) .. I ~ ~ .. ~......., 

.. 1 ~ 
From the T.L profile-groat 1 ~ 

I 0 
J U 

6zc 

Illustration. 

PI. III, No. 55. 
-

PI. III, No. 57. 
PI. III, No. 56~ 
PI. III, No . 58. 

Illustration. 

PI. IV, No. 59. 
PI. IV, No . 60. 
PI. IV, No. 6I. 
PI. IV, No. 62. 
PI. IV, No . 63. 
PI. IV, No. 64. 
PI. IV, 'No . 65. 
PI. IV, No . 66. 

PI. IV, No . 67. 

PI. IV, No. 68 . 
PI. IV, No . 69. 
PI. IV, No. 70. 
PI. IV, No. 7I. 
PI. IV, No. 72 . 

PI. IV, No. 73. 



I 
Mint-mark. 

Corresponding 
No. 

Group of Groats. 
Obverse. Reverse. 

I (b) · . · . None · . · . · . Greyhound No. I at end 
2 (f) (B ?) · . · . Rose · . · . · . Rose . . · . · . 
3 (? f) (B) to (1) · . Rose · . · . · . + ~ 0 ~ at end · . 
4 (y) · . · . 'f · . · . · . 'f . . · . · . 

Mint-mark. Form of Alphabet used. 

Type. 

Obverse. Reverse. Obverse. Reverse. 

I (c) · . · . Martlet · . Martlet · . Coarse · . Coarse · . 
Mule (c-d) · . Martlet · . Martlet · . Coarse · . Plain . . · . 
(d) · . · . Martlet · . Martlet · . Plain . . · . Plain. " · . 
Mule (d-e) · . Martlet · . Martlet · . Plain .. · . Fine · . · .' 
(e) · . · . Martlet · . Martlet · . Fine · . · . Fine · . · . 

Mule (e-f) · . Martlet . · . Martlet · . Fine · . · . Fine · . · . 
(f) · . · . Martlet · . Martlet · . Fine · . · . Fine · . · . 

I 

Mule (d-f) · . Miutlet · . Martlet · . Plain . . · . Fine · . · . 
(g) · . · . Martlet · . Martlet · . Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 
(h) · . · . Martlet · . Martlet · . Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 
{i) · . · . Rose . . · . Martlet · . Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 
{j) · . · . Rose .. · . Martlet · . Bold · . Bold · . · . 
(k) · . · . Rose . . · . Rose . . · . Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 
(l) · . · . Martlet · . Martlet · . Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 

Henry VIII Martlet · . Martlet · . Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 
Henry VIII Martlet · . Martlet · . Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 

I 

TABLE V.-HALF-ANGELS. 

(Third Coinage of Henry VII.) 

I Form of Lettering. 
I 

Remarks. 

Obverse. Reverse. 
I 

Coarse · . · . Coarse · . · . - } Corresponding with 
Plain · . · . Plain · . · . Rosette stops both sides . . . . · . full-faced-type 
Plain · . · . Fine · . · . Rosette stops obverse, saltires revers~ · . groats. 

f 

Bold · . · . Bold · . · . Corresponding with profile-type groats · . .. ' , ' . . 

TABLE Vr.-YORK HALF-GROATS, ISSUED I504-9. 

(Third Coinage of Henry VII.) 

I 

Form of 
Cross Type of Bust. Termina-
tion. Obverse. 

, 

5 Full-faced · . No tressure, keys 

5 Full-faced · . No tressure, keys 
· . · . 
· . · . 

5 Full-faced · . Tressure, saltires on cusps, keys 

6 Full-faced · . Tressure, Jr's, keys · . · . 
6 Full-faced · . Tressure, .Jf 's, no keys · . · . 

II 

8 Full-faced · . Tressure, ,fi's, no keys · . . ,. 
8 Full-faced · . Tressure, Jr's, keys · . · . 
8 Full-faced · . Tressure, Jr's, keys · . · . 
8 Profile · . ha'Rla, ,fi's · . · . · . 
8 Profile · . haURIa, Jr's · . · . · . 
8 Profile · . haURla, Jr's · . · . · . 
9 Profile · . haURla, Jr's · . · . · . 
9 Profile · . haURIa, Jr 's · . · . · . 
9 Profile · . haURIa, Jr's · . · . · . 

9 Profile · . h EIn RIa VIII · . · . · . 
9 Profile · . haURla VIII · . · . · . 

Remarks. ! 
I Reverse. 

I 
-· . 

. . . I -

· . I -

· . ,fi's · . · , · . · . · . 
· . .Jf's, " Sede Vacante " issue, S'ept. 3rd, 

I507-Dec. I2th, I508 
I 

· . Jr's · . · . · . · . · . 
· . Jr's · . · . · . · . · . 

-· . 
· . Jr's, keys · . · . · . · . · . 
· . Jr's, keys /' . · . · . .' . · . 
· . Jr's, keys · . · . · . · . · . 
· . Jr's, keys · . · . · . · . · . 
· . Jr 's, keys · . · . · . · . · . 
· . Jr's, keys · . 

I 
· . · . · . · . 

· . Jr's, keys · . · . · . · . · . 
· . XB at sides of shield, no keys · . · . 

Illustration. 

PI. IV, No. 76. 
PI. IV, No. 77. 
PI. IV, No. 78. 
PI. IV, No. 79. 

Illustration. 

, PI. V, No. 84. 
PI. V, No. 85. 

-PI. V, No. 86. 
PI. V, No. 87. 
PI. V, No. 88. 

PI. V, No. 89, 
PI. V, No. 90. 
PI. V, No. 9I. 
PI. VI, No. 92. 
PI. VI, No. 93. 
PI. VI, No. 94. 
PI. VI, No. 95. 
PI. VI, No. 96. 
Not illustrated. 

PI. VI, ~o. 97. 
PI. VI, ~o . 98. 



Type. 

(e ) · . 
:M 
( 

ule (e-f) 
f ) · . 
(g) · . 
{It ) · . 
(1') · . 
j) · . 

Henry VIII 

Type. 

(f) 

(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
( .) 1. 
(k ) 
(l) 

-----------

Mint-mark. 

Obverse. Reverse. 

-

· . MartIet · . Martlet · . 
· . MartIet · . Martlet · . 
· . Martlet · . Ma,rtlet · . 
· . Rose .. · . Rose · . · . 
· . Martlet · . Rose · . · . 

"I :V[artlet · . Rose · . · . 
· . l~ose .. · . Rose · . · . 

I 

Martlet · . Martlet over 
l~ose 

I 
I 

I 

, 

TABLE VII.-CANTERBURY HALF-GIWATS, ISSUED I 508-<)-

(Third Coinage of He-n·ry VII.) 

Form of Alphabet used. Form of Remarks. 
Cross Type of Bust. I 

Termina-

I 
Obverse. Reverse. tion . Obverse. Reverse. 

Bold · . ··1 Bold · . · . 8 I Profile · . hEl'RIG, .H's · . · . · . · . .fI's . 1. · . · . · . · . 
Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 8 Profile · . nElrmlC, 1\:'s · . · . · . · . .fI's · . · . · . · . · . 
Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 8 Profile · . hElrmlC, 1\:'s · . · . · . · . 1\:'s ·1· · . · . · . · . 
Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 8 Profile · . hElRRIG, 1\:'s · . · . · . · . 1\:'s · . · . · . · . · . 
Bold Bold 8 1 Profile hEmRIC, 1\: 's 1\: 's · . · . · . · . 

1 

· . · . · . · . · . · . · . · . · . · . 
Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 9 

I 

Profile · . hElRRIG, 1\: 's · . · . · . · . 1\:'s · . · . · . · . · . 
Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 9 Profile hElRRIC, 1\:'s · . · . · . 1\:'s I · . · . · . · . · . · . 

Bold · . · . Bold · . · . 9 Profi le · . hEiRRIG VIII (a new die) · . · . -W1\: over sbield, old dies of Henry VII 
altered b~ overstamping mint-mark 

I 
and adding initials over shield. 1 

1 I 

1 I have two examples from !hfJemll reverse dies, both overstamped in the same way. 

TABLE VIII. - Lo:\DON HALF-GROATS, ISSUED 1508-9. 

(Th ird Coinage of Hmry VII.) 

6 2 E 

Illustration. 

PI. VI, No. 99 · 
PI. VI, No. IOO . 

PI. VI, No . 101. 

PI. VI, No . 102. 

PI. VI, No. !O3. 
PI. VI, No. 10i. 

PI. VI, No . !O5. 

_ PI. VI, No. roo. 

---------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------~------------- ----

t 
1 

Mint-mark. Form of Alphabet used. Form of I , Remarks. 

1---------------------------1
_------------------------------------------

Cross 1 

Termina- 1 Type of Bust. 

Obverse . 
I 

Lys 
Lys 

"I Lys · . 
Lys 

. . 1 Lys • ' 1 

.. 1 : Lys .. .. I 
1 

Pheon 

------- ---

Reverse. Obverse . R everse . tion. Obverse. 

Lys Bold 
Lys Bold 

Lys Bold 
: Lys .. Bold 

I Bold " I 
· . I Bold 

"I Bolel 
Bold · . ' 

8 Profile hEiRRIG' (sic) , no VII , long F! and .H's .. 1 .H's 

8 Profile hEiRRIG~· VW'· , .fI 's r'S 

8 Profile · . hElI1RIG~· VII?·, .H 's .. 1\:'s 
8 Profile · . hElI1RIG?· VII?· , .fI 's •• 1 1\: 's 

: Lys .. .. I Bold 
Pheon Bold 

Bold 
Bold 

8 Profi le · . hElI1RIG~· Vll~· , 1\: 's "I :It 's 

8 Prol-ile hElI1RIG~· VII?·, :It' s . . :It 's 

Pheon Bold Bold 8 Profile · . hElI1RIC?· Vll~·, :It 's :It 's 

---------- .- -- -- - ------- . 

Notes .-Cross termination NO. 9 does not occur on the London half-groats, though found on both those of York and Canterbury. 
The mint-mark: lys on th e half-groats appears to be equivalent to the mint-mark: -$- on the groats. 
Probabl~' half-groats exist with mint-mark: Jys on both sides as do groats with mint-mark: + on both sides. 

Illustra tion . 

Reverse. 

PI. VI, No . !O7. 
PI. VI, No. !O8. 
PI. VI, No . 109. 
PI. VI, No. IIO. 

PI. VI, No . III. 

'" PI. VI, No. IIZ. 

PI. VI, No . II3 . 



TABLE IX.-TABULAR VIEW OF ISSUE OF HALF-GROATS DURING THE REIGN OF HENRY VII. 62F 

Corresponding Type or Mint-mark on Approxi-
London Groats. mate Date. Types of LO NDON Half-Groats. Types of CANTERBURY Half-Groats. I Types of YORK Half~Groats. 

Sun and rose dimidiated . . 1485 
Lys and rose dimidiated .. 1485 
Lys on rose .. 
Rose 
Cross-fitchee 

No mint-mark 
Heraldic cinquefoil 

Escallop 
Pansy 
Leopard 's head 
Lys issuing from half-rose 
Anchor 

1500 

"} . . 1501-4 

----------------------------~---!.------------------------------

1 ______ --

I 
I 

First Coinage. 

(a) } r 
-- True open crown. ~ 

(a) L 

(a) True open crown. 

Second Coinage. 

(b) I . ri 

(b) (early), (e) (late) ~F~;~~~~ed II 
(e) I crown. ~ I 
(e) (early), (d) (late, after Sept. 15th, 1500) j L 

{! 
(a) } 
i:~ Semi-open crown. 

I (b)) ( 1 }Full-facedarcheclcrown.~ 

I

, (e ear y) \.. 
I 

(d) , 

{ I (e) ~semi-open crown. { ' 
(e) j 

----------.------------------~--------~--------------------- -----------.----- ----------------- ----l ---------. 

Groups (a) and (b) 

} Full-faced types . . { Groups (c-h) 1504-7 
Groups (i-n) 
Group (0) I r (j, g and h) } 
Groups (p-u) J Profile types 1507-9 l (l and j) Profile . 
Groups (v-y) (k and l) 

I 

Third Coinage . 

{ 
(e) I 
(j~ g and h) jPrOJ1le. 
(i and j) 

I ------

{

I, (e) }and muks between}F ll-f d 
-- (e) and (d) u ace. 
(d) 

r (e) (r507-8) (j and g). Full-faced and profile. 

~ (h ! i and j) L Profile . 
L (h andl) f 
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6. 7· 

' GR.OATS· 

6. 6. 9 . 

~ GR.OATS 

L 2 . 

FIG . 1. F IG. 2. 

FORMS OF CROSS TERM INATIONS FOUND ON THE. GROATS AND HALF-GROATS OF THE LAST 

COINAGE OF HENRY VII. 
Pta/eVllf . 




	THE LAST COINAGE OF HENRY VII

